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What is your
preference in n . re
peating shotgun—handoperated or autoloading?
If h a n d -op era ted , y o u k n ow the R ein in gto n -U M C P u m p G u n . E v e ry b o d y kn ow s it.
If au toloa d in g, then get y ou r dealer to s h o w you
the R e n u h g tcn -U M C A u to lo a d in g Sh otgu n — an arm
that is p erform in g in a w a y to s h o w sportsm en that here
at laat is an a u toloa din g shotgu n that works.
R e m t o n - U M C R ep ea tin g a nd A u toloa d in g Shotguns
are so ld b y d ea lers ev ery w h ere. Find the o n e w h o sh ow s
th e TJeJ Hall M erit o f ‘R em ington-U M C — the sign o f Sports
m e n s H ead q u a rters. H e 's the man.
T o k e e p y o u r gu n clea n ed and lu bricated right, use R em
O il, the n e w p o w d e r solvent, rust preventative, and gun
lu b rica n t.
—.
R E M IN G T O N A R M S -U N IO N
**9 B—a dw y

METALLIC

C A R T R ID G E CO.
New York

O n e o f the Finest Appointed Resort Hotels in the State of Maine

C en ter o f the best Trout and Salmon Fishing
G O L F , TENNIS, MUSIC, BOATING, BATHING, A U TO IN G
Write for Booklet that will tell You all about it.

R A N G E L E Y LAKES HOTEL CO., Rangeley, Maine

■rrr^r

Interlaken L o d g e

Dodge Pond,

Open to the public June 15, 1916. Private camps each
with piazza, open stone fireplaces, bath room and running
spring water. One half hour’ s ride by auto, both from
Rangeley and Oquossoc. Ideal location fo r summer tourists
and fly fishermen. Address for inform ation and booklet

LARGEST FISH FOR MORE ABOUT
MANY
YEARS NATIONAL PRESERVE
IN CAMP
/

O V E R 'F IF T Y GUESTS

\

First Sign o f

Maine Sportsman’s Fish and Game
Sommer Activity at Guest on Twenty-second Visit in

th ej

Eighteen Years Captures

Barker

Monster

( S p e c ia l (Correspondence).

CHARLES W. PORTER,

Rangeley, Maine

F IS H IN G W H E R E T H E G A T G H IS S U R E
Mooselookmeguntic House and L og Camps located in the heart of the Rangeley Region. Best fishing grounds. Landlocked salmon and square tailed trout.
Camps with open fire, bath, com fortable furnishings. Booklet and any informa
tion gladly furnished by

MRS. F. B. BURNS,

Haines Landing, Me

M ou n tain V ie w H o u se
Mountain View, Maine
For fa rth e r p a rticu la rs w rite or a d d ress

L.

E. B O W L E Y ,

Mountain Yiew,

Ed.

*

•

*

Maine.

Grant’s Kennebago Camps

Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. . Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and
stream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. I ost Omce
and Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars
and other information, *vrite
_ _ „
ED. G R A N T fSL S O N C O .,
P. O. A d d r e s s , G r a n t s M e .
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.

B A LD M O U N T A IN

C A M P S »• “

Bald Mountain C am ps are situated at the fo o t o f Bald M ountain
runtic Lake. N ear the best ftshin g g rou n d s. First class
fo r
road to camps—T eleph on e co m . ?ctio n s—T w o m ails d a i l y - W i ite fo r
AMOS E L LIS. P rop ’r .,
Ba,d M ountain,

on „ e cU on l°-A u to
free circular,
tree circular.
Maine

SPEND YOUR

“ M o n m o w th Moccasins”

SUMMER VACATION •
IN T H E RANGELEY LAKE OR D E A D R IV E R REGIONJIN

MAINE

The
Bairkec*,, iMooselockmeguntic
Lake, J u l y 3,— aSviary day the past
week
gu ests Lave ccme until now
over 50 a re Swenw for ain extended so
journ.
Capt. Barkerr is entertaining fans
sisters, Mirs. (Q>.. B. Poor, Miss Mary
P. B arker a n d his cousin, Miss A.
F. C arpenter o f Portland this week.
Mrs. M orris J a c o b y and daughter,
Jeanne Jacob f «©tf New Yor^c aire again
pleasantly loeartied for tihi© season iin
one o f the cafeams.
M any frie n d s <c:f Mr. and Mrs. Emil
H eller o f N e w Y ork, Who have beencom ing to th e Htangeleys for a num
ber c f V e a rs, sw;re delighted to wel
com e them o o Sunday.
Tihiey have
Lynn Lodge tSsistt is cine of the moat
home-like and attractive cabin®- and
they are a lw a y s ‘ ‘at home” to a
host o f friends..
Gardner Hinkley is
their guide a n d thiey have chartered
bis boat fo r tine season.
Mr. and Mrs.. S. S. Gan® motored
frem their homiie ini New York, com
ing via W h ite Mountains and Bethel
and will spend ttlbe July days here.
Pine T ree Canmp is taken until aut
umn days b y Mrr. and Mrs. Alfred W.
Stein and little daughter, Mis® Cath
arine and m aid.
Mr. and M rs. Theodore Michel of
New York, whio are on their wedd
ing trip, are iScir two weeks at The
Barker.
Co Inn C abin is for the season
taken b y Mr. mnd Mirs. Frederick
Goldsmith a n d
daughter, Miss Lii-

They 2SUTG made for
Sportsmen*, «Guides, Lumbermen
Known the w o r ld over for excel
lence. Iilusvrsfced catalogue free.

H . L . G t J T C H E L L C O .,
Monmouth.

-

Maine

H O T E L BLANCHARD
STR VITON MAINE

This territory is easy o f access being reached^in ONE D AY
In the ce n te r o f the Fish and Game
m Boston. The summer climate is delightful, the nights are Section. W rite if or booklet.
ays cool, the air clear and bracing, the accommodations at the
H O T E L BLANCHARD,
ious resorts are up-to-date, the scenery in gran , an > ®r® is S T R A T T O N * MAJ25TTE. E. H. GROSE. Prop.
a. trout and salmon fishing, golf, tennis and good roads^for

PLEA SA N T ISLAND GAMPS

rhe SANDY R IV E R & R A N G E LE Y LA K E S RAILROAD On Cupsuptie L ake. Fishing unex
a fine Guide Book which contains an accurate map of^this celled. Best o f thmnting.1 [Specialjrates
ity.

Address

BEAL,

General Manager,

for June, Ocboiber J[and November.
Write for bookJeTPhillips, Maine W ESTON U. TO O TH A K E R , Prop.,
Pleasant Is la n d ,
- , Maine

Togue

Association Solicit Aid

Mt. View, ^Me., July 1.
The business meeting of
thia
Maine Sportsman’s Fish and Game
Spring Lake, Me., J u ly 3.—Fred C. Association was held as usual on the
Burn.ham of Hartford. Conn., caught second night of the meeting. At this
a lake trout Saturday that weighed meeting no routine business i,s trans
15 pounds 2 ounces.
This is the acted, that being left for the winter
largent fisih caught here for many meeting, but many tunings cf interest
years.
This is Mir. Burnham’s 22nd to the association are discussed. A
visit to these ca|m|p& in the pas|t report of this meeting follow®:
18 years.
On Thursday Mr. Burn At a little after 8 p. m. President
ham caught a 9%-pound laker and Hodgson called the business meeting
Mr. Butterworth a 4*4-pound salmon. to order ini the reception room cf
Today Mr. Burnham brought in a 5- the annex with a few remarks' and
pound taker, Whicihi came out of tine then gave a short address
telling
water tike a salmon 250 feet from what the Association is accomplish
the boat.
Mir. Burnham atnd hois ing and what they wish to accom
guide, Alex Blanchard both thought plish, speaking as follows: ‘ ‘On April
they had a sialimcm until tine fisih 13, 1916 the Hon. Frank E. Guernsey
was ready for the net.
of -Maine introduced into the Nation
Those recently registered at -^ring al House of Representatives a bill
Lake are:
Mr. and Mrs. Lewi® p. to set apart a certain section of
Smith, Mils® Smith, HoHiston, Mass.; Maine, which he named ‘A M'OUnt
Win. T. Clarkson, Dorchester, Mas®.; Kaitahdin National Park in Maine.’
In introducing this measure he
Mr. and Mrs. F. R. Whaiil, Wmi. L.
Knapp, Dr. Luther G. Paul, Irving made a very able and convincing
caUfling attention to the
C. Paul, Boston; Mr. and Mrs. Paul speech.,
M. Butterwortln, Miss Virginia But number of national parks1 now own
te rwarbh, Mr. and Mrs. Fred C. Burn ed and controlled by the government
ham, Hartford, Cornu,; J. T. Apple to the importance of conserving omr
forests, thereby insuring our water
by, Boston.
pqwer and giving shelter and pro
tection to the so-called wild animals
lian.
Pcet Lodge is again taken by a that they might breed in safety and
happy family, Mr. and Mrs. Fel’.ax H. forever prevent the extinction of
Levy, their daughter, Miss
Edith the large game for Which our state
and three sens, Master Felix, Jr., has become so noted.
George B. and Richard T. Levy of
Mr, Guernsey can do and is doing
New; York.
much for the fisih and game interests,
Mrs. E. h. Smith of New York ha® and I have no doubt wiiflll continue
tp do more and more, but it is nec
joined friends for a short stay.
Most comfortably located until Sep essary that hie have the help of
thi® association and ail who love na t
tember in Camp Comfort are a deure
and wild life to bring about this
liglhtful New York family, Dr. and
Mrs. Frederick Bierboff, Miss Irene measure that he is so interested in.
Public opinion is a mighty weapon
Younker and Miss Florence Martin.
and when a sufficient number cf the
Olander Biistoee is their guide.
citizen® of Main© get together with
Mr. and Mrs. Gams were on Sunday this object in view; when they ask
joined by their daughter and hus for it in earnest; when they have
band, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert D. Walt made it more or fess a topic for
er, child and nurse.
conversation and subject matter for
Other New Yorker® here for a letters, then with the help of Mir.
long stay are Mir. and Mrs. J. Van Guernsey we will have a national
Wiezel, Mrs. A. Atari can and daugh park in Maine.
ter, Miss Sad a.
The officers of this Association are
Picnic®,, motor boat sails,
canoe doing what they can along these
trip®, mountain climbing and automo lines.
Your secretary has written
bile trips are now the order of the the different newspapers, and ha®
day.
a number of articles printed in. them
Miss Ruth Good fellow of New that must have reached every town
York landed a 4%-pound salmon this, and hamlet in the state, asking for
week and Miss Janet Seeymam a- 'co-operation, to push this work along.
3-pounder. These New York girls We ask each and every member to
are good, fisher women and, fond of become interested and do' all they
(Continued on page 8.)
life out of doors.
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minute detail of the volume, being
covered.
The hcok is* fuiFy illustrated: with
new pictures and* is* attractively
bound in a green waterproof leather
ette with, specially designed covers*,
It contain*® three large touring mapg
Series of Indexes Most Complete
enclosed in a pceket in* the hock of
the hook, and1 every point of interest
Which Association is Sending
is fully described in the descriptive
matter with which, the book abounds.
Out.
The book is* published by the Tour
ing Bureau of the Maine Automobile
Association, 12 Monument
Square,
Tihie Maine Automobile Road Book Portland, Me.
for 1916 has* just been issued for its
fifth year by the Maine Automobile
Association and is* now being sent
out itoT thie 3,000 .members of that or
ganization ais* well as to the general
public. This* year’s hook contain® 400
pages, making it a very much larger
voi, than the 1915 edition. It has about
220 routes*, covering alll of Maine, the
Hiram W. Ricker of Poland Spring
greater part of New Hampshire,
/
has*
been elected1 to thle board of
most of Massachusetts* a*s well a*s
New Brunswick and Quebec. A new trustees of Hebron ocadiemy. Though
feature of this year is* the through this action, was taken, at the annual
routes between New* York
City,
meeting of the hoard on June 20, it
southwestern New
England
and
Maine.
These aire given in both couud not be made public, until Mr.
directions.
This* year’s volume has Ricker’s* acceptance was* received by
about one-third more routes than any the president of the hoard, F. 0.
previous edition and in addition con Stanley cf Newtcn, Mass. (Much totains the famous* Pine Tree Tour
the gratification of the academy of
now’ followed annually by hundred*s
cf tourists.
A large number c f . one ficials M*r. •Ricker has accepted the
way routes of 1915 are this year giv position and is* now a member of
the board.
en* in hath directions*.
Thie present appointment is* not,
A new and decidedly valuable fea
cf
Mr..
ture this year is a- series of 14 city however, the beginning
Ricker’s
relation®
with
Hebron
aca
and town street-maps showing the
For many years he has hern
principal entrances and exits.
An demy.
other new feature as a greatly en a slaiumclhi friend of the school and
larged general road map showing ail an intimate acquaintance of its prin
cipal, Dr. W. E. Sargent.
Every
of the automobile roads in Maine.
winter
when
the
Hebron
seniors
go
An important contribution* is an
article on wihat the Maine State to Poland Spring for their class
Highway Commission* has accomplish ride and dinner, Mr. Ricker himself
of
ed and w|hat it intends, to do* this superintends thie entertainment
these
school
guest®.
year, iby Paul D. Sargent, chief en
gineer of the Maine State Highway
Commission.
Other special features
are a digest of the Maine Automo
bile laws, the Maine fish and game
laws* for 1916, Maine Jaws regulating
the setti*ng of fires* on forest and
timberfand, the* department entitled,
“ Facts about Maine,” greatly enlarg
3-in-One oiled guns shoot
ed and improved, the through* routes
straight—never pit or lead.
of travel put in* a .form which for
3-in-One Oil
simplicity can hardly he equaled, fer
reaches every friction point in
gun actions, too. Ends sticking
ry time tables, regulations far motor
and jamming. Keeps rust away. All
dealers. 10c,25cand50cbottles. ,
ists entering Canada, and many oth
H a n d y Oi l C a n s f u l l of
ers*.
f 3-in-One.25c. Avoid substitutes.
I Free-Sample and Use Dictionary
The series of indexes are the
3-in-Oac Oil Co..
rnest complete and most simple to
124 New Str., N. Y.
be fouaid in any road hook, every

ROAD BOOK
EAGLE WINS
JUST ISSUED
OVER PORCUPINE
Visitors at

HAND TRAP IS
A GREAT BOON
Enables Novice to Become Profi
cient Before Joining Gun Club.

By Peter P. Carney.

A few day® ago George Gould, amid
W. K. Vanderbilt placed Ihamd traps
for trap ettnooitiing aboard tiheiir pri
vate yachte, sip 'tihiait they and their
guests, might emijoy tliii® sport while
at iSiea.
This is one of the many
ways in. wihicih hand traps can ibie
used.
It OB- an. apparatus Hiked by
every sportsman.
Whether yon are an ewthfuisiastiic
hunter, a veteran trapshooter, a mere
novice fin. the shooting game or a gun
club secretary, you, should be the
possessor of a Hand Trap. The trap
appeals to ajUL classes* of shooters.
During the months* when the law
prohibits* hunting, the Hand
Trap
proves an, excellent
substitute for
game.
The swift, sudden* and un
expected angles which may be ob
tained with* it differ very little from
the flight o*f a quail*,
pheasant or
duck.
With the trap in* the hand
of friends* the “ birds’’ may be “ fin
ished” at unexpected times and
places.
The veteran trapshooter will* find
that the practice he obtains with a
Hand Trap is* a great help to him in
making better scores at his regular
gun, club shoots.
He wfili* take his
trap with him on week-end trips*, and
finds that he can use it a*t picnics,
from a motor-boat, on tine deck of a
yacht, and in many other places
where regular traps caunot be install
ed.
The beginner who dees not wish to
display bis* inexperience at the trap
shooting game before the members of
rthe local gain club, utilizes* the Hand
fTrtap privately in order to obtain some
Idegree of proficiency before joining
Ithe club. The scores Which he makes

at his initial, appearance before the
traps are a strong proof of the benefit
he has derived from his Hand Trap
practice.
Possibly there is* no trapshooting
dub in the. town, and trapshooting is
confined to a few enthusiastic friends
usuing the Hand Trap and a few clay
targets*. A great deal* of enjoyment is
derived by them, as* the same flight
and angles* may be obtained with* the
Hand Trap a*s are thrown by the ex
pert and automatic, traps at the gun
club.
The secretary of an organized gun
club* will find the Hand1Trap* ami ex
cellent thing to fail back upon* in ar
ranging interesting special sihoots
Many enjoyable novelty events may
be staged with its assistance. With
it , may be thrown “overhead birds*,”
“ incomers,” “ skimmers',” wide angle
or regulation targets, and* a combin
ation of these angles and flights
makes an event full of surprises*.
One of the best things about the
Hand Trap is the fact that it is a
thoroughly practical apparatus anc
not a toy.
Every sportsman should
have one.
No outing equipment is
complete without it.
Music Aids Dentists.
Here’s a tip for other tooth doc
tors, that should fill a long-felt want
and a tooth at the same time. Get a
piano and have an assistant to tickle
the ivories. A New York dentist de
clares that music takes the patient’s
mind from his activities and conse
quently lessens doubt and pain. “I
have been filling teeth to piano ac
companiment for some time,” declared
this ivory expert, “and I am sure that
it makes a visit to a dentist’s less
painful—certainly less nerve racking
—than before. Much of the work a
dentist has to do is absolutely pain
less, although many patients are so
nervous that they actually believe
they are suffering. In fact, ninetenths of them cry before they’re
hurt. But by giving them music they
like while in the chair their minds
are diverted, with the result that their
experiences are not unpleasant. The
idea has a scientific basis, and I have
found it highly successful.”

^ ■ im m iim iiim iim iiim iiiiim iim iim im iiim iiiim im iiiiiiiim iiiiiiim m iiiiim iM iiim iiiiiiiiim iiiim iiiim iiiiiiiiiiiiiiim iiiiin im m m im iiim iiiiiiim iiiiiim iiiiiim i:

West

Outlet Seeing

Strange Sights.

West Outlet, Me., June 28.— Mir.
and Mrs. F. I. Cobb are spending
their vacation, at tih*e West Outlet
tOaJmps*. Mr. Coibb is* editor in chief
of the New York World.
While fishing the other day in
company with S. J. Bodies and E. B.
WMtier near the shone of Big Duck
cove, a very large hald Iheadied
eagle was* seen suddenly to fly up
tfrclm* isihcoiel and! dm thle diiirefjtiqja of
Duck mountain.
After going ashore
it was found that there had1 been
something of a battle* enacted. Sev
eral eagle’s* feathersl were) thrown,
on the beach mixed up with* the
quilils of a porcupine.
Upon furth
er in|ve|sitiigajtiiOin| the remains of a
goo sized porcupine were found*,
only a short time dead.’
Mr. J dim B. Feet a, a* famous and
popular guide of Moosehead Lake
has returned to West Outlet Camps
and reports having kilCied a white
porcupine near Duck mountain.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Ayer of Kitaeo
station while canoeing recently in
the vicinity of Sa.r Bar isiland not
iced something swimming some dis
tance away.
They paddled up to
it and found it to be a* big black
hear.
After stunning it with* the
handle of a laaSfling net they towed
it ashore and them secured an axe
and. killed it.
Some time before
the bear must ha ve been* caught in
a trap as cue of its* front paws* was
gone, hut the wound was* entirely
healed over.
• Value of Reading.

There is perhaps nothing that has a
greater tendency to decide favorably
or unfavorably respecting a man’s in
tellect than the question whether or
not he be impressed with an early
love of reading. Books gratify and
excite our curiosity in innumeiable
ways. They force us to reflect. In a
well-written book we are presented
with the maturest reflections c* the
happiest flights of a mind of uncom
mon excellence. It is impossible that
we can be much accustomed to such
companions without attaining some re
semblance to them.—William Godwin.

HIRAM RICKER
FOR TRUSTEE

H

A REAL BARGAIN
|

Prince Albert gives
sm okers such
delight,|6ecause

A fine set of sporting camps in one of Maine’ s best
untirg and fishing territories is for sale. On a large preerve. Excellent camps and many outlying ponds.

$ 3 ,0 0 0
[

spot cash takes it.

— its flavor is so different and so
delightfully good;
— it can’t bite your tongue;
— it can’t parch your throat;
— you can smoke it as long and
as hard as you like without any
comeback but real tobacco hap*
piness!

For further information write

MAINE WOODS,
PHILLIPS,

MAINE

On the reverse side of every Prince
Albert package you will read:
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v " PROCESS PA TEN TED
JU LY 3 0 th , 1 & 0 7 "

PROLONG YOUR VACATION

That means to you a lot of tobacco en
joyment. Prince Albert has always been
sold without coupons or premiums. W e
prefer to give quality!

by having the

M A IN E W O O D S
follow you back to the city. Fill out
the blank below, and mail with $1.00
and the deed is done.

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK
Enclosed please find $1.00 for one year’ s subscription to
M aine W oods (outing edition.)

Copyright 1918
by R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co.

the national jo y smoke
'O U ’L L find
cheery howdy-do on tap no
y neck
matter how much o f stranger you are in the
o f the woods you drop into. For, Prince
a

in goodness and
in pipe satisfaction
is all w e or its enthusi
astic friends ever claimed
for i t !

a

Albert is right there — at the first place you
* p a s s that sells tobacco l The toppy red
bag sells for a nickel and the tidy red
tin for a dime; then there’s the hand
som e pound and half-pound tin
humidors and the pound
crystal-glass humidor w ith
sponge-moistener top
that keeps the to
bacco in such
bang-up trim
a 1 1 -t h e time l

It answ ers every sm oke desire you
or any other m an ever had! It is so
cool and fragrant and appealing to your
smokeappetite that you w ill get chum m y with
it in a m ighty short tim e !

TO BACCO IS PREPARED!
FOR SM OKERS UNDERTHE' !
PROCESS DISCOVERED IN
MAKING EXPERIMENTS TO.PRODUCE THE MOST DE
LIGHTFUL AND W HOLE*.
.SOME TOBACCO FOR CIG-!
^

i?J

tyidKERS >

IP0ES NOT BITE TH

Name............................................................................... .........................
Address.....................................................................................................
State ..................................................................................

"W ill you invest 5c or 10c to prove out ouf s^ayso on the national, jo y sm oke?
. R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO., Winston-Salem, N. Q.

This U the reverse side o f the
Prince Albert tidy red tin. Read
this “ Patented Process” messageto-you and realize what it means
in making Prince Albert ao much
to your liking.

M AIN t

GREATER INTEREST MAKES
UP FOR SMALL ATTENDANCE
Excellent Shooting at Traps and on Range
Characterized Sportsman’s Meeting

WOODS,

J. L. York,
S. R. Bonsey,

PHILLIPS,

M AINE,

JULY 6, 1916.

22 the

40
18
27
24

Herbert Maxfield,
Clarence Giie,
Le© Wilcox,
Arthur Gilie,
11
Ben Gilley
12
F. E. Jorgensen,
32
L. S. Dow,
38
Dr. I. E. Pendleton.,
30
Jim Wilcox,
27
L. G. Cbadbourne,
33
L. S. Chilcott,
33
Harold Fuller,
37
R. C. Whitehouse,
40
F. G. Webber,
24
Dana Blodgett,
20
Ana Ross,
32
E. H. Lowell,
)
35
J. R. True,
29
D. L . Nash,
j
30
R. A. McGilvery,
35
Tie of 40 between S. R. Bonsey
and R. C. White-house was won by
Whitehouse 46. I

Mountain View, July 1.—-Alii roads ru les:
have led to Mountain View since
Any magazine rifle, any ammunit
Wednesday, June 28, and tine roads ion, any sights not including glass.
were so much improved good time Five shots at silhouette o f
,deer
was mad^ and everybody came witlh moving at right angles to line of
a smiling face.
Even the weather fire five shots in twenty seconds.
changed to accommodate everyone Number- of men on each team not
for there was never more perfect limited, except that there must be
days
in
June
than
Friday and the same number cm each side.
No
Saturday and all entered into the entry fee.
contests with enthusiasm. The sec -1 Team making greatest number of
Tetary and treasurer of the associat hits will hold honor of moving tar
ion, R. C. W hit eh ouse c f
Auburn get champion ship for one year. Won
was the first to arrive and hie spent |last year by the Guides. To the mem
M A T C H 5— RAPID F IR E M A T C H
Wednesday afternoon and evening in j ber of either team making the' highunpacking and arranging in the big j e®t score will be given a Marlin
Rapid fire match, five shots in
parlor one o f the best displays o f' .25-36 caliber Carbine presented by twenty seconds.
Any
magazine
elegant prizes ever offered by the j the Marlin Arms Corporation, New rifle, any ammunition, any sights
association at any of its gatherings j Haven, Conn.
T o the guide making not including glass.
Off hand posi
for nearly a quarter of a century.
the highest score, and to the warden tion at 100 yards, 4-inch bull's-eye.
t When the ladies, the members, i making the highest score, outside Twenty-five cents' to enter.
guides and wardens looked at the j the winner oi the rifle, will be giv
PRIZES'—First, large copper and
guns, fishing tackle, liandscme coup®, en, a pair of canoe paddies, one pair silver cup presented by William Tell
sporting boats, etc., everyone
was presented, by tine Old Town Canoe Club.
Second, Thermos carape.
ready to enter the
contests and Co., Old. Town, Me., and. the other Herbert Maxfield,
10
there has never been as many ent by B. N. Morris, Inc., canoe build- J. R. True,
■
5
ries or such good shooting.
ers, Veazde, Me.
F. G. Webber,
11
The second party on the spot was
21
It was an exciting match and Sidney Bonsey, !,
from the State capital, Mr. and everyone felt proud of the fine look- J. Lewis York,
10
Mrs. D. L. Nash, Mr. and Mins. N. lug Maine guides and warden® who D. L. Nasihi,
0
S. Weston, who reached here about are doing such, good work for the Dr. L. S. Chilcott,
19
N. S. Weston,
3 o’clock and Mr. Naisfli at once said protect ion of our fish and game.
4
0
"‘I want to go-a-fishing, where is a
Mrs- Herbert Maxfield,
guide?'’ Dick O’Brien was ready and
16
R. C. Whitehouse,
G U ID E S
1
15
a: supper time they came in, Mr. Pete Lufkin,,
17 Fred Jorgensen, §
0
Nash bringing a handsome 5% -pound Jim W ilcox,
30 Vincent York,
10
salmon, “ just to prove there are big Ben Giie,
14 Jim Wilcox,
13
fish, whose home is near the Moun Clarence Giie,
10 Ed Lowell,
0
tain View.*'
Ara Ross,
27 Mrs. D. L. Nash,
—
Mrs. N. S. Weston,
9
Thursday morning
was pleasant
0
Total.
«nd the automobile parties continued
98 :w. H. Barker,
0
Mrs. Ed Bearce,
to come and have been coming and
•
Mrs. J. R. True,
8
going ever since.
In the evening
W ARDENS
9
there was dancing and card playing, Ed Lowell,
20 Mrs. G. W. Barney,
4
10 Miss Shirley White,
old friends greeting one another and W. H. Barker,
0
27 Clarence Giie,
the gentlemen talking o f the shoot F. E. Jorgensen,
Sidney. Barney 1st—Score 21.
20
S
ing events they surely were prepar B. A. Smith,
Dr. L. S. Chilcott 2nd—-Score 19.
40
ed for.
Never was there a more F. J. Webber,
R. L. Whitehouse 3rd—'Scene 16.
—
perfect day than dawned on Friday
Total,
117
morning, everybody was smiling and
M ATCH
6— G.
M.
PARKS
CUP
happy. From Haines Landing, Ran- W on by wardens.
M ATCH.
geley and Loon Lake parties came
B E G IN N E R ’S M A T C H
|
by auto and Hon. J. Putman Stev
Five shots slow fine, standing po
ens courteously took the ladies back
Open to members who have never sition at 100 yards, 4-inch bull’s-eye.
and forth from the shooting grounds
no+ far above the garage in his car. won a prize in a shooting contest. Any magazine rifle, any ammunition.,
This made a good place for the rifle Five shots slow fire, standing posit any sights not including glass. No
shooting and the distance was meas ion at 100 yards, 4 inch bull’s-eye. entry fee.
PRIZE—Large engraved silver cup
ured and the targets put up, and so Any magazine rifle, any sights not
any ammunition. presented by Geo. M. Parks cif Prov
interesting were the matches every inciudinng glass,
idence, R. I.
To be won three
thing else was for the time forgot Twenty-five cents to enter.
ten.
The first match. was:
PRIZES— First,
large silver and times, not necessarily consecutively,
bronze prize cup presented by
the to become property of one person.
100 Y A R D S L O W F IR E
William
Tell
Club—an unusually Winner for year to have name en
Cup is now at
beautiful trophy. Second, high grade graved upon it.
Five shots slow fire. Standing po watcht case compass' presented, by State House, Augusta.
26
sition at 100 yards, 4 inch buiili’s-eye. R ice & Miller Company, Bangor, Me. E. H. Lowell,
27
Any rifle without set triggers, any
The following were the ones who Jim Wilcox,
14
sights not including gilass. 25 cents shot for the handsome William Tell R. C. Whitehouse,
J. Lewis York,
27
Club cup and their score :
to enter.
0
PRIZES— First, W inchester 1910 D. L. 'Nash,
.
46 N. S, Weston,'
24
Model .401 se’f loading rifle present G. M. Barney,
0 Sidney R. Bonsey,
5
ed by Winchester Repeating
Arms J. R. True,
42 H. R. M'axfieM,
•
14
Co., New Haven, Conn. Second, high S. R. Bomsey,
2^ Clarence Giie,
0
grade Marble hunting knife and H. W. Fairchild,
4 Mrs. H. R. Maxfield,
21
sheath, presented by Hall & Knight Herbert M'axfieM,
4 F. E. Jorgensen',
.
.36
Homer N. Chaise,
0 Dr. L. S. Chddlcott,
Hardware Co., Lewiston, Me.
24
4 F. G. Webster,
The following wore the 27 entries J. putmam Stevens,
20
L. G. Obiadhourne,
25 D. L. *Naslh,
and their scares:
Vincent
York,
5
13
F. E. Jorgensen,
14 R. N. Randall.
' 20
Maj. L. S. Chllioott,
36 Clarence Giie,
49 Ben Giie,
'
0
44 G. M. Blarney,i
W. S. Weston,
9 L S. Dow,
0
4 F. L. Gardiner,
Sidney Bonsey,
.
44 Ernest DeMenriitt,
5
9
8 J. R. True,
D. L. Nash.,
•
21 Mrs. H. R. Max field,
26
44 Harold. Fuller,
Arthur Gillie,
24 Dr. I. E. Pendleton,
Dr. L. S. Chilcott 1st—.Sloore 36.
44
Vincent Yorik,
I
* R. J. Hodgson,
J. S. Brackett,
49 Jim Wilcox and J. Lewis York Shot
Herbert Moxfield,
47 o ff the tie cf 27 which was won by
Clarence Giie,
42 F. L. Gardner,
J. Lewis York.
C.
W.
Lufkin,
44
R. C. White house,
12
Robt. MeGiilvery,
13
J. Lewis York,
Tie between L. G. Chadbourne and M A T C H 8— D. M. P A R K S M A T C H
Jim Wilcox,
44
Pete Lufkin,
1'' S. R. Barney with score of 25, won
Ten shots, off hand, any .22 rifle,
Dr. D. N. Randall,
9 by Ghodboume when shot off with
any ammunition, any eights' net in
30.
F. G. Webber,
4‘
cluding glass.
German ring target
B. E. Smith,
1''
at 50 yards.
Open ,to all members
The
next
match
waswatched
by
a
E. H. Lowell,
and ladies.
No entry fee.
Ben Giie,
49 large number, tine ladies enjoying
PRIZE—'Large engraved silver cup
the
sport
as
much
as
anyone.
Harold Fuller,
44
presented by Henry B. Estes of Au
L, S. Dow,
24
burn in memory of former presi
150
Y
A
R
D
P
R
O
N
E
Dr. I. E. Pendleton,
14
dent D. M. Parks.
iMnst be won
G. M. Barney,
8
three times, not necessarily conse
Five
shots
at
150
yard®,
any
maga
A. I. Ross,
19
cutively, to become; property of one
Dana Blodgett,
42 zine rifle, any sights not including person.
Winner for year to have
glass,
6
inch
bull’s-eye,
prone
posi
Ross True,
4
name engraved upon it.
Cup
is
tion.
Twenty-five
cents
to
enter.
H. H. Ward well,
10
PRIZES—Remington 144 Slide Act now at State House', Augusta. Has
F. L. Gardiner,
9
been won twice by Ed. H. Lowell of
First, Maj. Chilcott, Bangor, ^ 36. ion .32 High Power Repeating Rifle.
Oquossoc and once by Dr. D. W.
Second, Arthur GFe 24. D. L. Nash Second, salver and copper cup.
Twenty-four entered, making the Wentworth, Sanford.
and L. S. Dow tie on 21.
To the lady making the highest
following score:
The second match betwieen
score in this match will be given
j
.
9.
Rracifeett,
4
G U ID E S A ftD W A R D E N S
9 silk shirtwaist pattern presented by
'was a good' one under the following N. S. Wejbater,

Bates-Street Shirt Co., Lewiiston, Me.
E, H. Lowell,
225
Mrs. N. S. Webster,
146
Mrs. D. L. Nash,
136
Herbert Max field,
189
S. R. Bcnsey,
188
L. S. Chile citt,
219
R. C. Whitehouse,
196
J. Lewis York,
207
L. G. Chadbourne,
223
Mrs. Herbert 'Maxfield,
206
Miss Shirley White,
172
N. S. Weston.,
201
Mrs. Edw. Bearce,
204
F. G. Webber, j
•
205
Mrs. J. Putman Stevens,
84
J. R. True,
213
Mrs. L. McGilvery,
110
Mrs. G. M. Barney,
150
G. M. Barney,
160
David T. Haines,
170
Mrs. J. R. True,
0
Mrs. A. S. Peril am,
184
Mrs. Anna Cote,
110
E. H. Lowell won with score 225.
L. G. Cbadbourne 2nd—Score 223.
L. S. Chilcott 3rd'—'Score 219. Mrs.
Herbert Maxfield made a score of
206,
Mrs. Edward Bearce 204 and
Mrs. A. S. Parham 184.
M ATCH

9— L A D IE S ' R IF L E

M A TC H

Five shots at 50 feet, any .22
rifle, any amimnniticn, any sights not
including glass.
Standing position,
German ring target.
Open to all
ladies.
No entry fee.
PRIZES'—First, handsome silver
cup presented by William Tell Club.
Second, silk shirtwaist pattern pre
sented by the (Bates-S'treet Sihirt
Co., Lewiston, Me.
Mrs. N. S. Weston,
94
Mrs. D. L. Nash,
104
Mrs. H. R. Maxfield,
75
Mrs. Edward Bearce,
97
Mirs. R. C. Whitehouse,
69
Miss Shirley White,
72
Mrs, J. Putman Stevens,
100
Miss Olive MeGilorey,
60
Mrs. G. M. Barney,
10
Mrs. A. S. Parham,
73
Mrs. J. Cote,
105
Miss Ada Wentworth,
0
Mrs. J. R. True,
55
1 Mrs. Cote won with a score of
105.
Mrs. D. L. Nash 2nd—'Score
104.
M A TC H 10— P IS T O L A N D R E V O L V 
ER M A T C H .
j

Pistcl and revolver match, slow
fire, ten shots at 25 yards.
Any
pistol or revolver, any ammunition,
any slights.
Entry 'fee twenty-five
cents.
PRIZES— First, pearl handled .32
caliber Iver Johnson revolver present
ed by President R. J. Hodgson. Sec
and, three high grade negligee shirts
presented by the Bates-Street Shirt
Co., Lewiston, Me.
F. E. Jorgenson,
10
L. S. Chliillcctt,
36
Sidney Bonsey,
1
19
Harold Fuller,
16
N. S. Weston, >
29
D. L. /Nash,
19
D. L. Haines.
2
H. R. Maxfield,
17
L. G. Chadibourne,
31
F. G. Webber,
5
Clarence Giie,
18
Jim, Wilcox,
44
J. Lewis York,
41
Vincent York,
1
0
Ed Lowell,
.
22
Jim Wilcox with a score c f 44
won the first prize.
J. Lewis York
2nd—Score 41.
On Saturday afternoon the crowd
gathered cin the piazza to iWatcih
the continuation of the trap Shooting

T H E C A B IN B O A T P R IM E R
H IS is a very in
teresting and in
_
structive book on mak T H E
ing cabin boats, canoes, CABIN BOAT
row boats, etc. It tells
PRIMER
of the various streams
one can trip on with a
cabin boat, how to
equip for such a trip,
what to wear and eat,
cost of a two month’s
trip. It gives descrip
' fyj/mondSSpeani
tions and diagrams,
photographs and chapters on construction,
when to float, when and where to land and
other useful hints. Book is compiled of
facts and observations made by the author.
It contains 267 pages, over 40 illustrations
and diagrams, 32 chapters as follows:
Down the Mississippi River in a Cabin Boat,
Trip Down the Yukon, The Cabin Boat, How to
Build a Cabin Boat, The Cabin Boat’s Equipment,
Furnishings and Furniture, Odds and Ends of
Equipment, The Skiff or Tender, The Gasoline
Launch, What to Wear, Things to Eat, Cabin
Boat Expenses, Cabin Boating Waters, Maps and
Landing Lists. Floating, Floating at Night and in
Fogs, Going Up Stream, Weather, Making Fast
and Some Rope Hints. Landings, Troubles, Care
of the Boat, Ways of Making Money. On Making
Notes, Land Hints, Photographing, Game and
Hunting. Traps and Trapping, Fish and Fishing,
Amusements, Books, Trapper’s Canoe, A Cabin
Boat Coon Hunt.

T

Price Postpaid, Cloth Bound, $1.00.

Maine Woods, Phillips, Maine.

•match, with the following
trap and their score:
J. Lewis York,
F. J. Webber,
Vincent York,
D. L. Nash.,
Jim. Wilcox,
Clarence Giie,
IN. S. Weston,
G. M-. Barney,
A. Ross,
Dana Blodgett,

.at

the

Possible 15
13
7
6
g
9
9
9
6
13
14

S P E C IA L M A TC H

J. Lewis York,
F. G. Webber,
Vincent York,
Jim Wilcox,

Possible 10
9
6

M A TC H 11— C L A Y PIG EO N M A T C H

C'lfiy pigeon match open to
ail
members who are amateurs. Fifteen
birds, sixteen yard rise, unknown
angles.
Entry fee 50 cents.
Re
entries' allowed.
PRIZES—First, Remiington-u.
M.
C. twelve gauge repeating shotgun.
Second, 25 per cent/ of entry fees.
Possible 15
1
c* ' 1
F» G. Webber,
12
J. L. York,
12
Vincent York,
11
Ara Roiss,
15
Dana Blodgett,
11
j ^>
2
N. S. Weston,
8
Ed Lowell,
11
S. R. Boney,
3
Ben Giie,
11
G. M. Barney,
5
3
Herbert Maxfield,
1
D. L. Nash,
11
Jim Wilcox,
11
B. E. Smith.,
7
Clarence Giie,
12
4
|
Jim Wilcox,
12
Vincent York,
7
J. L. York,
11
Clarence Giie,
11
F. G. Webber,
10
Ben Giie,
10

WATER EVENTS
EVENT

1— D O U B LE

C A NO E

RACE

Double canoe trace, two men in. a
canoe, distance two miles', open to
all.
Must be at least three canoes
entered.
*
PRIZE—An order for $10 on any
spending goods store, to each man
in winning canoe ($20 dm all). Pre
sented by Malm© Oemtrafl) Railroad
Co.
Clarence Giie and' Lee Wilcox 1st.
Jim Wilcox and Donald Mafchdesom,
2nd.
B. E. Smith; and H. O. Temp
leton, 3rd.
(Continued on page seveh.)

SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD
TIHE TABLE

In Effect, June 26, 1916
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farmngton fo r Phillips and Kingfield at 12 02 P. M.
For Bigelow. Eangeley and way stations at 4.20
P. M. Passenger train arrives from Phillips at
7 55 A. M., and from Bigelow. Rangeley and way
stations at 145 P. M.
Mixed train arrives from Phillips at 9.35 A. M.
and leaves fo r Phillips at 11.00 A. M.
STRONG. Passenger train arrives from Phillips
at 7.£5 A . M. Rangeley and Bigelow at 1.25 P. M.
From Farmington at 12.30 P. M. and 4.50 P. M.
Passenger train leaves for Farmington at 7.25 A.
M. and 1.25 P. M. For Phillips and Kingfield at
12.30 P. M. and 1.45 P. M. For Rangeley, Bigelow
and way stations at 4,50 P. M.
PHILLIPS Passenger trains leave for Farmington at 7.05 A. M. and at 1.00 P. M. For Rangeley
at 5.13 P. M. Passenger train arrives from Far
mington at 12.52 P. M. land 5.10 P. M. From
Rangeley at 12.55 P. M. Mixed train leaves for
Farmington at 7.30 P. M.
RANGELEY Passenger Train leaves for Farmton at 11.30 A . M. and arrives at 6.43 P. M. Mixed
train leaves at 7.30 and arrives at 4.25 P. M.
SALEM Passenger Train leaves for Strong at
6.40 A. M., 12.50 P. M. and 3.20 P. M. and arrives
from Strong at 2.10 P. M- and 5.17 P. M.
KINGIELD. Passenger train leaves for Bigelow,
at 9.00 A . M. and 5.45 P. M. For Farmington at
12.30 P. M. and for Strong at 3.00 P. M. Passen
ger train arrives from Farmington at 2.35 P. M.
and 5.42 P. M. Mixed train leaves fo r Farmington at 6.00 A . M. and arrives ‘ from Strong at 9.20
A. M.
BIGELOW. Passenger train arrives from Kingfield at 9.50 A . M. and from Farmington at 6.35
P. M. Leaves for Farmington at 10.45 A . M. and
for Kingfield at 6.40 P. M. Mixed train arrives at
1.10 P. M. and leaves at 1.30 P. M.
SUNDAY TRAIN.
Leaves Phillips for Farmington at 9.00 A. M.,
arriving at Farmington at 9.50 A , M. Leaves
Farmington for Rangeley at 10.35 A . M. arriving
at Rangeley at 1,00 P. M. Leaves Rangeley at
2.05 P. M. arriving at Farmington at 4.25 P. M.
Leaves Farmington fo r Phillips at 4.45 P. M,, ar
riving at Phillips at 5.35 P. M.

F. N. BEAL, Gen’l Manager,
Phillips, Maine.
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WATER IN POOL
“ JUST RIGHT”

MAINE W OOD S
ISSUED WEEKLY

J. W. Brackett Co.
Phillips, Maine
L. B. BRACKETT,

Business Manager
OUTING EDITION
pages . . .......................................... $1.00 per year

LOCAL EDITION
12 and 16 pages .................................$1.60 per year
Canadian. Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub■cription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription
6 cents extra.
Entered as second class matter. January 21.

1929. at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under
the A ct of March 3.1879.
The Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire
State ot Mjdne as to Hunting. Trapping. Camp
os and Outing news, and the Franklin county
ocally.
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish
and game photographs from its readers.
When ordering the address oi your paper
banged, please give the old as well as new
ddress.
*
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The speech of Friesiiidient Hodgsotn
at the meeting of the Maine Sports
man’s Fish and Game Association is
worth reading, especially that part
in which he argues for the Kata/hdin
National Park. The Association asks
the helip of all the citizens of the
state and they should get it. They
should get too the aid of the non
resident sportsmen who get
their
hunting in Maine, for they should be
interested in seeing its game preserv
ed.
SEBAGO L A K E F IS H IN G C O N T E S T

Through the courtesy of the Hor
ton Manufacturing Co., makers of the
famous Bristol Steel Fishing
Rods
the following prize is offered for the
largest salmon caught at Sehago Lake
Maine, this season.
THE

P R IZ E

ROD

Choice of a Standard No. 4 or No.
11, or other Bristol Red of equal val
ue, with special' mountings,—Agate
First Guide and Tip, German-Silver
Trumpet Guides, and Solid Conk Grip.
Guaranteed for Three Years.
Contestants are requested to note
the conditions governing the contest,
and to make entries as soon- as pos
sible, after catchi is made.
Whenever possible, photographs of
fish and captor should be sent with
privilege of publication in the report
of awards, which will' appear in the
November issue of the “ Natioruafl
Sportsman.’*
J I
C O N D IT IO N S .
f i

1. Each' contestant dust furnish
satisfactory proof that the fliish,
whose weight is entered, was caught
by hiim, at Sehago Bake by the use
of a Standard Bristol Steel Fishing
Rod, and that the weight given is cor
rect.
2. We recommend that the facts
be stated in an affidavit, signed by
a Justice or Notary. A statement bo
the person who weighed the fish
should be included, citing scale used.
On request, the secretary will fur
nish application blank witlhi fond for
affidavit.
3. The season for the contest be
gins with the legal si.eason, and clos
es September 15, 1916.
4. Written
application must be
made by the contestant to
the
Contest Secretary,—Mr. E. L. Smiley,
Sunapee, N. H.
5. All entries must peach the sec
retary not later than Sept. 20, 1916.
Address all correspondence to Ed
mund L. Smiley,
contest secretary,
Sunapee, N. H.
The Gasolunatic.

“ Who is that pale, sad man, chained
!to the wall, in the violent ward?” iniquired the visitor to the local bug emIporium. “What brought him to this.
'He asked me a minute ago if I could
tell him how many millimeters of
transmission grease it would take to
;run a wind shield up a 20 per cent
grade, if the wheels were locked.”
“It’s just like this,” replied the at
tendant, “they brought that guy here
direct from the automobile show. He
went there to find out which was the
best car to buy and 47 different sales
men told him that all of the other
makes of cars were no good. He sat
down in a corner and tried to figure
It out and when we found him, he was
drawing spark plugs on his cuffs and
eating the covers off souvenir cata
logues.”
Moral—Never ask—learn by experi
ence.—Ethridge Automobile News.

A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters
tion the .410 caliber cartridge. Some
firms advertise a gun that will shoot
As children, we marveled with wide either the .44XL or the new
.410
open eyes at the tales of “ Jack the
caliber smokeless shell. In wihat re
Giant Killer.”
It took our breath
spect does the .410 caliber cartridge
away o listen to the wonderous way
differ from the .44XL?
WSii the
the beanstalk grew.
.410 caliber fit any gun chambered
TOie National Rifle Association is
for the .44XL?
I have a Stevens
becoming a modern beanstalk.
At
.44 shotgun and have used the .44X1L
the end of 1913 there were about
but understand the new .410 is more
two hundred civilian rifle cliutos af
powerful.
filiated with the association. At the
Ans. The difference between the
end of 1914 the number had' increas
.44XL
shot cartridge and the .410
ed to three hundred, an increase of
fifty per cent.
Things perked up a shell is that the .410 shell is slight
bit during 1915 and by the end of ly longer and a little tiny hit larg
It cannot be used in old
the year the roster of affiliated er around.
style
gung
chambered
fer the .44XL
clubs stood at six hundred and thirtyThey are now mak
nine,
Them the N. R. A. figurative shot cartridge.
ly took off its coat and rolled up its ing gums which will handle tlie .410
sleeves and went to it.
By May gauge shell and of course .44XL
31st cf this year the affiliated civil cartridges can be used in them. In
31st of this year the affiliated civil fact, the .44XL cartridge1can be used
ian. rifle clubs number one thousand in any gun Chambered for the .410
and eighty-two with' new clubs ro.ll*12
- gauge shell.
5
4
3
iug in almost hourly.
The further growth cf the bean- E. G. K., Sandusky.
Is there amy way I can get my
siaQik will be startling to say the
rifle
fitted with sights such as they
least, if it increases at a proportion
al ratio.
At the end of ten years put on the old time squirrel rifles?
there will be about a million civil I saw one once and it had a real
ian rifle clubs with a membership fine knife edge front sight and a
including a large part of all the male notch rear sight right back near the
The notch was just the finest
Citizens in the country. Sounds like eye.
If I had sights like
a pipe dream but figure it out for kind of a cut.
yourself.
g that I ecuild get better scores. Why
The most wonderful part of this is it that all the new rifles have
growth is that it has taken place such coarse sights?
An,s. You are on the wrong track.
with only a relatively small, amount
of publicity to help it along. If shoot Fine eights are not conducive to
In the first place
ing as a sport were given even cme- accurate work.
In the second
tenth of tlie support that baseball they strain the eye.
gets, tlhe results obtained would be place they blur easily because with
simply astounding.
The reason for eye focused on the object to be hit,
the fact that shooting gets so little neither of the sights can be truly
You will find that tlie
notice in most newspapers is that in focus.
the subject is not a familiar one, best shots use rather coarse sights.
2. Also why for goodness sake do
ana is not particularly spectacular
or sensational, and ordinarily does they put the open rear sights so far
modem
not contain much of news value. It forward on the barrel an
is a personal sport. In other words, rifles? Plain simple mechanical laws
it is enjoyed, mainly iby those who ac wifi* tell you that the farther the
tually do the Shooting.
The potent sights are apart the more accurately
pleasure of personal performance is the barrel can be pointed,.
present Qiowever, something that tlie
Ans. It is impossible to focus a
mere onlooker never experiences.
camera lens on more than one at a
time cf several objects' at different
H. B., Pittsburgh, Pa.
distances.
The human eye is a cam
1. I have a double barrel shotgun era in all essential particulars. When
supposed to be bored full and mod it is focused on the target tlie
ified choke respectively. How can sights cannot he sharp and the near
I tell which is which ?
The card er they are to eye the fuzzier they
which came with the gun is marked are.
Consequently the manufactur
“ Target 40 yds., 30 inch circle, R er is so to speak between the devil
NOD L 340, 3 drs. Dupont smoke and the deep blue sea,. If he puts
less., 1% oz. No. 8 Standard chilled the rear sight too near the eye it
shot.’’
wQM be very much, blurred and if he
Ans. The left barrel is always Duts
too far forward the sight
choked unless specially ordered* The ing radius will be cut down and in
left barrel cf your gun is a full accuracy will develop from this cause
choke barrel.
His problem therefore ’<S' to place
2. Does this gun target pretty it at a point Which, will produce the
weld ?
best average results.
3. In using all brass shot shells
hew are they crimped?
Bible Reading.
Ans. Brass shells' are not crimp
An old colored man who failed to
ed.
find a Bible in the Jefferson hospital
4. Will the above gun handle sin rummage sale was asked If something
gle baLl and buckshot?
else would do; and he answered that
Ans.
Yes, in standard factory he did not care to “adapt his time” to
any other reading. The negro boy Who
loads.
5. Which, of the many whistles, on gave the name “Onesimus” in the mu
the market carries farthest, if any? nicipal court promptly traced the name
to St. Paul’s epistle to Philemon. That
Is the police whistle a® good as any? the reading of the Scriptures in these
Ans. The police whdistle is as bellicose times is not confined to the
good as. any.
race ot Booker Washington and Major
H. B., Sr., Greencasfle, Ind.
Moton is shown by the fact that the
Which is tljiie most accurate. shell, Bible society has sent 3,000,000 Bibles
the Smith, & j Wesson Special or the to soldiers, captives and refugees.
Colt long?
Whictti is the , most Often the continuance of the war is
powerful or lias the greatest pene ascribed to the lethargy of churchmen.
tration loaded with the same ammun It is not those who put into applica
tion the spirit of the Sermon on the
ition?
I myself hold that the long
Mount who have made the “ Song of
is the more accurate while my friend Hate” their song of songs. The Bible
is positive that he read from you" is the antithesis of the militaristic
decision that the S. & W. Spe ial mania and the heathen heart. The
was the more accurate.
Old Testament is filled with battle and
Ans. The .38 S. & W. Special and murder, to be sure, but it is a pagan
the .38 Colt Special are alike and mistranslator who infers that he is
they are mere accurate and
more to go and do likewise in order to be
blest.—Philadelphia Ledger.
powerful than the .38 long.
i
SU B S C R IB E FOR
M A IN E W OO DS.
G. E. A., E. Norton, Mass.
I noticed last week that you men $1.00 A Y E A R .
THE

M O D ER N

BEANSTALK.

W ORMS,

FOE

OF

THE

DOG

There is hardly any limit to
sources from which a dog may be
come infested with worms. He will
acquire them from his food, water
bedding, motions, in pursuit of the
(Special Correspondence.)
Upper Dam, July 3.—The water in flea, and he is not infrequently born
the pool i'S now jost right to please with' them, or even when that is
the fly fishermen, for but one gate not the case they are almost sure
is up at prieiseut. That there are to be present by the time he has
plenty of trout and salmon, under arrived at the matuire age of one
Hence it will at once be
the white foam is every day proved, week.
for the fiisih are seen when the' mill apparent wihat necessity there is for
shuts down and often' the skill and the greatest attention to sanitary
patience of the angler is rewarded detail throughout all operation® con
by “ catching a record” which is tlie nected with the kennel®, as there is
no greater cause of mortality among
ambition of alii.
puppies front the age of one to four
Thdis morning Mr. Palmer came An
months.
The worms' often penetrate
with a salmon all. were shine would
the lining of the stomach, says the
reach the 3-pound notchi on the old
New York Sun, which is tantamount
steelyards, and as usual guide® and
to certain, death,, and it is difficult
sportsman, who needed, to put on
to treat them while they ore still in
their glasses, and stood on the piazza
the pest.
to watch Ohas. Grant, ‘‘the official
Looking at the primary causes which
weigher,” and he said, “ Let me see,
produce
worms, it will be found that
that salmon weighs' just 2 pounds 15
there is an intimate connection, or perounces.”
Good fish to broil, but
haps it would be more correct to say an
could not be recorded.
intimate relationship, between the
It was only a short time before tapeworm which affects the internal orTcm Miner came up from the poo) gans of the dog and the irritant flea
with) a trout that made'-a good flight that plagues him externally. It hag
for hdis' life as the reel) would hum been asserted by emminent scientists
and away he went into the quick that the ova from tapeworms expelled
water.
Again the topic of conver from a dog are devoured by fleas and
sation was the weight of the trout, develop into what are known as cryp*
and again the old steelyards teid tocysts. The dog bites himself when
the correct weight that no one ever irritated and swallows the flea that is
thinks of doubting, “ just 2 pounds causing him trouble. Then the crypto14 ounces’’ announced Air. Grant.
byst is set free in the dog’s stomach
“ It is the best natured crowd, and proceeds to develop into a tape
the fly fishermen., who come
with worm once more. This explanation has
hundreds of dollars worth' of tackle,” been generally accepted, and it solves
is the way one of the guides express a difficulty that many persons have
ed hiimseQf as he lit his pipe and been unable to solve for themselves.
commenced to give a new comer They cannot understand why their dog,
which has never been allowed to assopoints about Upper Dam.
I know that many will be anxious ciatejwith other dogs and has never
for this letter from. Upper Dam tc been fed on anything like offal which
learn the success, or luck of that would be likely to generate intestinal
skillful fisherman, Wm. Allen from parasites, should nevertheless suffer
Johnston, Penn*
“ Truth is stranger from tapeworm.
The explanation rests with the flea,
than fiction,” someone has said, and
Mr. Al'len after days of faithful cast which leaves a dog once it has obtained
ing over the poctl had a box of hand a cryptocyst, and takes up its abode on
some small fish, that he sent home, another dog, by which it is swallowed
but, alas, his name is not cm the with the result described above. One
record, and lie has reeled in, and moral to be deduced from these facto
gone to other fishing grounds; and is the moral of cleanliness. Never al
“ the ladies keep on knitting’’ and low a flea to trouble your dog if you can
now vie are looking forward to an possibly avoid it. This is perhaps rath
other poem from the pen of Dr. er a large ord£r, but really there is no
reason why dogs should be troubled
Harper.
with fleaB if only they are kept per
The lucky number of seven are
fectly clean. It has often been in
the fish recorded this week, all' sal
quired
whether food has anything to do
mon and four taken' by Tom. Miner
on, White Tipped Alontreal and Sil with the production of worms, and
ver Doctor flies, and they weighed 5 probably it has. As a matter of fact,
pounds 6 ounces, 4 pound's, 3 pounds worms themselves only thrive under
unhealthy conditions and regular and
11 ounces and 3 pounds 4 ounces'.
systematic dosings with medicines so
J.
C. Dougherty left his “ job onas to keep the dog in a thorough state
the drykye” long enough to put in a of'health will go a long way as a pre
liittflie practice with) his light fly rod
ventive.
and brought in a 4-pound 12 ounce
Whether it is possible to trace the or
salmon om.e morning this week.
igin of worms to food it iB impossible
S. H. Paimer, tlie Bethlehem, to tell, but there is a good deal to be
Penn., expert fly fisherman, has an said [about stale dog biscuits, which
other pair of salmon' to hits credit have been tying perhaps for months in
weighing 3 pounds 2 ounces and 3 a shop and which in consequence have
pounds 3 ounces.
been attacked by insects such as small
Mr. and Mrs* Carroll 6. Hooper of beetles and other creatures which at
Boston are fttore for a short stay.
tack flour and all cereal preparations.
After an absence of six years the If possible it is a good plan *to buy all
following people from Englewood, N. food of this kind direct from one of the
J., are delighted to return,, and re firma who advertise them and not to
gret they can not have the comfor buy too many at once. Then there can
table home-like camps to occupy be no question as to their freshness anj
only for the month cf July.
The freedom fromjthe risk indicated. It is
party this summer include Mr. and a great mistake not to take a dog in
Airs James Kirkby, their son and hand at once when he is suspected of
family, Mr. and Mrs. D. Kirkby, Miss having worms and give him a thorough
Barbara and nurse, Mrs* W. E. Lang- dosing’ straightway. So long as any
haman and little daughters, Aliiss trace of these pests remain the dog will
Marion and Aliss Margaret Longhom- be more or less unhealthy and out of
sorts. In the case of puppies it is pos
am*
itively dangerous to let the matter go
John S. Griffeth® of Wakefield,
on.
Mass, and A. L. Evans of Boston,
with Hollis Ellingwocd guide, on Sun
W a r Nicknames.
day had great Duck trolling cn MooseWar nicknames are a curious study.
looikmeguntic Lake.
They caught 47
Probably there never was a war which
trout and salmon, tire largest 3 did not give rise to some comic or
pounds, a number of 2% pounds, they offensive designation for the enemy.
saved only a few and aire 'coming “ Piets” (painted people) and “Lom
back after the others when they bards” (longbeards) remain as iso
lated monuments of the Roman sol
grow to be “ records.’’
The flower beds are locking bright dier’s play of fancy. The French in
with, the red geranium blossoms, the early centuries called us “tails,”
and the buttercups' and daisies will for some rather mysterious reason.
be mowed as soon as the sun shinies. On more obvious grounds we have
been known since the days of Joan
of Arc as “godlams,” the one epithet
Mi n p s Im m unity Possible.
to which our gallant allies have re
That it may be possible to make a mained faithful throughout the cen
serum that shall confer immunity to turies. We on our side have chiefly
mumps seems likely as a result of exercised our wit on the supposed
experiments on cats at the Rocke passion of all Frenchmen for frogs.
feller institute by Doctor Wollstein. The nature of a war, indeed, can gen
She inoculated them with the saliva erally be traced in war nicknames.
of persons having mumps and found There is nothing opprobrious in
that they contracted the disease. She “Ruski,” and something positively ca
attenuated the infectious material ressing in “ fuzzy-wuzzy,” the English
with the serum of cats that had re nickname for the brave but misguided
covered and found a distinctly slight Soudanese. “ Guppy” suggests gooder reaction.
And reinoculation of natured contempt. The Boer “rooinek”
animals that had recovered produced and “ Brodrick” are familiar, but not
but little effect.
insulting.—London Tit-Bits.
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mer outing.
Dr. and Mrs. 1£. Framenthal and
daughter, Miss Natalie of New York
are here for a short stay.
FOR SALE— Desirable bouse lots In
Mr. and Mrs. Edmond S. OffiEld®,
Phillips.
Address Maine W oods.
Mr. and Mrs. B. S. Seelyr and party
Roads To
Rangeley
Reported of MilMnoeket, F . Sitallliforth, and Dr. Noble Always Interested In
friends of New York were included
FOR SALE-—Pressed
straw. Small
In Good Condition
Rangeley and Its People.
with week-end guests who came by
pigs and shoats.
B. F . Beal, P h i
automobile.
lips, Me.
Mrs. J. E. MicDVIicIhaied' of New York
Many friends will be interested in
(S p ecial Correspondence.)
after passing the Juhe clays' with
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE— Young, i
the
following letter received by Dr. J:
Rangeley
Lake
House,
Rangeley,
friends at this hotel, has returned
totind, acclimated horses. Both heavy
W. Thompson who is stopping at the
and light.
'Phone 14-4. R. C. Ross, July 4. The raiiin did net dampen tllie home.
Rangeley Lake House, from Dr. F. A.
good cheer o f the guests who were
Phillips, Me.
Edward. LedeCi©y of Brooklyn, N.
fortunate encugih to spend the glor Y., who Was the first person' to reg Noble, who with Mrs. Noble were
guests at the Rangeley Lake House for
FOR SALE— The W . C. Beal farm. ious 1 ourtih in a quiet, happy man ister when the hotel opened, was
several summers, and who will deeply
ner
at
this
wellilKknown
hotel,
for
it
B. F. Beal, Phillips, Me.
this week joined by Mins. Ledeliey
does met rain any more down in and as usual they will remain until regret the misfortune that has come to
Dr. Noble:
FOR SALE OR TO REiNT— Camp in Maine than in ether places.
the end of the season.
1414 Forest Ave., Evanston, 111.,
Miss Rachel
Marble,
youngest
Maine woods, fully furnished, all con
Mrs. S. G. Wheatland of Salem,
Wednesday
Morning, June 14, 1916.
daughter
o
f
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
B.
veniences, indl-ud ing m otor boat. For
Mass., who passed the June days
My Dear Thompson:
Marble, who is now with her family, here, is now at her beautiful sum
particulars apply to Maine W oods.
It was exceedingly kind of you to
FOR SALE— Farm and land in Phil is from a large circle of friends re mer home on the shore of Rangeley write me from dear old Rangeley, in
ceiving
congratulations
on
her
en
lips, field, pasture and orchard. Five
Lake, where she entertain®
many deed it was exceedingly wise in you to
jmnutes walk from station.
W rite gagement recently announced to Mr. friends.
take your wife and children under your
one
of
for particulars. D. R. Ross, Phillips, Nathaniel M. Whitmore,
Mr. and Mrs, W. A. Place, W. E. arm and go back to dear old Rangeley,
the well-known and popular young
Chase of Worcester and Mis® M. A. so that you could write me from that
business men o f Haverhill, Mass.
Place of Providence, R. I., whale on fondly remembered spot.
Miss Marble, the “ charming daugh
FOR SALE— Barred R ock eggs. Good
an auto trip through', the State, re
What you say about the library gave
ter of the house,’ ' is now entertain
cross of prize winning birds. Special
mained several days at this hotel.
very special pleasure to both Mrs. Nob
ing her friend,
Mrs.
Francis J.
pen, 75 cents per setting; others 50
Dr. and Mrs. Downing of New York le and myself, for nothing with which
Braun, wilio at her home in Portland
cents. Hannah E. Buker, W eld, Me.
spent Sunday with the Ohiatillon. par I have had anything to do in my life
a short time ago gave a dinner in
time gives me more pleasure in the re
ty. .
honor of the engagement. Mr. Whit
FOR SERVICE— W hite Chester boar. more has been spending a few days
Mr. amd\ Mrs. E. C. Buell of trospect than my small share in the
bringing of that building to pass. It
Don Ross, Phillips, Me.
W'ith his fiance and the
young Orange, Mass., are enjoying a ten
took seven years for us to do it, but all
days’
stay.
WANTED— Horses and young stock people received many good wishes
hands of us working as one person, and
Coming
in
two
touring
cars
C.
H.
and
to pasture in the
Morton pasture for years o f health), happiness
pulling together season after season,
near Mt. Blue.
F.
A.
Phillips, prosperity from the many acquaint Nutting and party of Sharon, Mas®., did the trick.
F.
A.
Smith
and
party
'o
f
Holyoke,
ances who had the pleasure of meet
Maine Telephone 36-2.
Speaking of books, reminds mej to
Mass., were here for over Sunday.
ing them.
say, that I have not read a book for
FIREARMS AND ANTIQUES. Buy,
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Sample, Mr.
The pleasant days o f last week
more than two years. My eyes are
sell, exchange all sorts o f old-time brought many automobile parties to and Mrs. C. Colburn of Lynn, Mass.,
gone past the aid of occulist and magand modern firearms. Stephen Van the Rangelays and one said “ the left yesterday in their touring car
nifying glass, and my gathering of in
Renssalacr, Antiques, 22 East 34th roads are better than in most parts for a trip through the White Moun
formation from printed p a g e ,— book or
Street, New York.
o f Maiaie, in fact we found such) an tain®.
popers has to be by proxy. You will
excellent chance to speed between
From Montclair, N. J., Mr. and guess without my telling you that my
WANTED— First-class man cook few Farmington and (Strong Aye named Mrs. Charles W.
Williams, their wife has to be vision and voice to me,
boys’ Mourner camp. North Belgrade, it “ Heaven’s Highway.’’
daughter, Miss Chaniott aaid sons, Al and hence is now, in a very special
Maine.
Best of references required.
One o f the New York parties who fred D. and Charles W, Jr., are for sense, while she has always been in
Good pay to right man.
Apply to
remained several days were Mr. and the first summer enjoying life at general, the delight of my eyes. She
Henry Richards, Gardiner, Me.
Mrs. B. Bdrkemfeld, Mis® E. A. Lew this hotel.
is eyes plus herself to me now.
is and Mias J. Meade.
Mr, and Mrs. W. H. Dow,
Miss
We were glad to hear your good word
WANTED- Men to work on Kingfield
Mr. and' Mrs. Wyman Worthington, Katherine and Neal Dow, Mir, and about the Marbles, for they were al
bridge.
Rate 25 cents per hour/
whose home is tin Paris, but for the Mir®. Harrie B. Coe are among the ways very kind (o us, and we were
Came ready to work. Address Sand
present are living in the United Portland people who have made a very fond of them. Do not fail to ex
ers Enctoeering Co., KingfSeld, Me.
tend to them our most cordial greet
States, were here last year and so Short stay this week.
Prominent people have tarried here ings. Remember us also to Mr. and
much, pleased with) the place they
WANTED- A few summer boarders have returned for the season.
this week, including Mrs. John F. Mrs. Burrows.
at Grand View Farm.
Good fishing
But Rangeley—How I would like to
Some c f
the best known New FTiitui of August a, wife of the late
and hunting.
Anyone looking for a Y orkers who are regularly welcom Governor Hill' of Maine, Mrs,. Robert see it! Most likely I never shall see it
quiet, healthful place wilt do "well to ed for the season are Mr. and Mrs. H, Gardiner c f Gardiner and their again. How, too, I would like to meet
inquire at Maine Wood® offiLoe.
friend, Mias R. L. Dexter of Bos once more some of the old friends of
Charlie^ Fw Pope.
)
It is always1 pleasant to have Out ton, who came in one c f the finest those old days. All the same the
BOARDERE wanted at Camp Dewey, look Cottage opened and as usual it touring cars that ever passed along thought of them is refreshing, and the
Vamum Pond.
Best o f cam p ser is occupied by the delightful party the picturesque country road leading memory of not a few of those who are
gone is sacred. The Rangeley Chaptt r
vice.
Boats to let, fine beach for from Philadelphia, Mr. and Mrs. Wil to this beautiful! part of Maine.
bathing. W eekly boarders taken. Only liam H. Castle, wlluo are accompanied
Mrs. T. W. Child and Miss O. Marx is one of the chapters in my life that I
$7.00 to $10.50 per week, according by their granddaughter, Miis® Mar of Toledo, CHiuito, are for the first would not like to have deleted or for
to mom.
W rite Mrs. H. E. Farmer, garet N. Castile.
This week they tiane passing several' week® at the gotten.
Mrs. Noble joins me in affectionate
Temple, Me.
liave been joined, toy their daiuigihitier lakes.
Motoring from their home in Green- greetings to Mrs. Thompson and the
and husband, Dr. B. Franklin. Stahl),
FOR S A L E - My hotel, camps and three children and maidis. This is wicih, Conn., Mr. and Mrs. Geo. L. two cherished and promising daugh
iand at Carry Pond.
W ill sell to the 16th season Dr. Stahl., one otf ST&wsom, Miss. Virginia C. Slawson, ters. Remember us most tenderly to
the right party on, easy terms. W ill the best known among bis profession Mrs.. R. Kraipt and S. W. Spencer Miss McLean. Would that we might
take house, house lots or farm prop in Philadelphia, ha® been the house arrived) Tuesday evening for an- ex see you all. Oh yes, I forgot, three
cheera and a tigea for Hughes.
erty a® payment a/t its value.
Henry physician, and during these years he tensive sojourn,
SWith
all kind wishes,
Mrs. Jojhm Collins Blttiss and son,
ha® by hi® ®iki21<Il and kindness won
J. Lane, Carry Pond, Me.
Very truly yours,
a host o f friends Who always ex Edmond Bliis® are among the New
F. A. Noble.
FOR .<gAT.Fi—T w o horse McCormick tend a hearty greeting to the fam Yorkers who will pass the month of
mower, two horse potato hoe, 8 H. ily.
July .at this hotel.
P. Reliance engine, tw o seated Dem
There seems to be fish) for those
A party o f new com ers who ex
ocrat.
J. L. W oods, Phillips, Me.
press them,selves a® greatly pleased Who goa-fiishing, as three young lad
with, the place they have chosen to ies, Mis® Ruth Miairble, Miss Juliet
WANTED— A first class ship build pass the summer day® are Mir. and and Miss Virginia Thompson:' proved
er who is com petent to operate a Mrs. !E. G. Res, and their three Tuesday afternoon., when they came
small ship yard.
He must be able daughters, Miss Mora, Mis® 6. E. into the office with, ten trout they
to read drawings and lay out work yind Mis® Kmdlea Ros> of New York.
caught off the wharf in frent of the
A new book "The Latch-String," by
for a small ship yard which is build
There were no 3-poumdier® a- Walter Emerson, managing editor of
A m ong the visitors who return hotel).
ing one or tw o 1,500 ton schooners. each year are Mir. and Mrs.
M. mong the number, but they were the Boston Herald, and published by
Reply giving references, experience, Trump, who are again, happily locat all; (Large enough for the frying pan, the Houghton Mifflin Co., ought to be
The hotel will socn be filled, to of interest to all who are interested in
and salary expected to P. O.
Box ed in the room® they have occupied
overflowing, and the house ccmrft for *he State of Maine.
1127, Savannah, Ga.
for several yearsi.
Prof. Neahr o f Princeton College July 4th was 41 more than a year
In "The Latch-String" says the Bos
WANTED— Motor boat (eighteen foot and family are “ at hom e’ ’ for the ’ago.
ton Herald, tMr. Emerson proves his
preferred).
Must be safe for family summer in their cottage just below
It was the pleasure of the guests case with little difficulty. He first tells
us® and suitable for the Richardson
on
Sunday afternoon to again listen in well worded descriptive phrase what
the hotel).
Lakes and b e com plete and' ini firstProf. Dwiight Porter o f
Boston to an interesting talk given in the the state offers in scenic wonders, in
class condition.
Send full descrip Technology registered here Saturday parlor by Rev. Mr. Thompson, and
game fish, sport with shotgun and rifle,
tion to W. C. Ren,wick, Summit, N. and i® now ait thieir camp on the all! regret the family this week re
the enjoyments to^beifound there with
turn to their New York home.
camp
and canoe, and the industries in
llaJke
shore.
I have a 5 years old bitch, well brok
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. P. Davis, their
forest, fieldAnd factory.
en fox hound.
Will trade for good
son, Gieo. P. Jr., and daughter, Miss
#Heissues the invitation to "Come,”
shotgun or rifle.
W rite W illiam
Trees and Ghosts.
Ragner Davl® and Miss Lcngtoeck of
and says frankly that he knows the vis
Boutier, R. No. 1, Caribou, Me.
Among the Druids the oak was held
New York are new comers Who will
sacred, and many of their rites were itor Iwillfcwish to come again. Free
tarry until late in, the season.
performed in England’s oak groves, from superlatives, from bombast and
LOST—Pair o f eye glasses in black
Among the highly esteemed Bos safe from prying eyes. Their rever boasting, the [writer reveals to the
case.
Finder please leave at Maine
tonians who, have returned are Mrs. ence for the mistletoe was an out mind’s^eye the things within the old
Woods office.
J. D. Morton and daughter, Mrs. J- growth of their surroundings, since state that have interested him. Clev
II. Good speed and son, Morton Gocd,- they observed that only rarely did it erly has he woven his own personality
DAIRYM/E1N
IMPROVE
YOUR
speed.
Morton ha® not only won appear on this sacred tree. It was into his descriptions; most interesting
Herds. Purchase a thoroughbred Hol
fame, but many c f the handsome cut on New Year’s day with much ly has he told of little journeys such as
stein bull and breed high class
trophie® at the g o lf tournaments and pomp and ceremony. .The arclidruid, any one may take and enjoy, and he
grades.
The two year old Holstein
when the course is ready, and the clothed in white, ascended the tree seems to create in the reader an in
and cut the mystic boughs with a
Friesian
bull-—Aaggie
Cornucopia
tournaments come o ff he
will he golden knife, dropping them into the tense desire to make similar journeys
King 6th, Registry Number 122281
ready to add other cups- to his al outstretched robe of another officiat
Even the most travelled of tourists
H F. H. B, owned by Dr. F. L. Stev
ready large ccllie cition.
can hardly realize that so much of in
ing
priest.
The
branches
were
then
ens, of Buffalo. N. Y., is for sale
The young people were glad c4 distributed to the waiting crowds, on terest may be found in a single state as
at a bargain.
This bull was . bred
th e
return o f cne o f their popular whom they conferred the gift of fer Mr. Emerson brings so vividly to the*
in Central New York, the home °f
tility.
It was supposed to possess, mind by his mingled stories and penmembers. J. W. Daly cf New York.
high class Holstein, cattle in Am eri
General W . F. Riddle, U. S. A., besides, great healing powers; and, pictures, his "yarns" and tales of per
ca, and may be seen at the premises accompanied by Mrs. Riddle are a- further, to impart the power to see sonal adventure, his statistics and his
of the undersigned). Price and terms
mong the Philadelphia, p.eople who ghosts—for which purpose it was prob statements of what Maine has done
ably not greatly in demand.
of sale on application. Guy L. Stev
with its facilities.
have chosen this, hotel for their sumens, Phillip®, Me., R. F. D. No. 2.
One cent a word in advance, No headline or
other display. Subjects in a. b. c. order

WRITES FROM
ELMWOOD HOTEL
WESTERN HOME
ARRIVALS

A NEW BOOK

ABOUT MAINE

Phillips, Me., July 5.—Many auto
parties en route for Rangeley have
registered at the Elmwood the. last
few days:
R. A. Scam ell, H. T.
Lowell, Geo. E. Bearce, Mr. and Mr®.
C. S; Luigrin, Geo. Reed, E. A. Mer
rill, Lewiston; F. T. Thompson, T.
A. Oleary, B. S. Huisisey, Bangor; H.
L. Jones, C. A. Paige, L. C. Bailey,
A. A. Chapman, H. M. Bamnes, J. C.
McMulildken, Dr. and Mrs.. Graffam, D.
W. Fellows, A. E. Litoljy, Mir. and
Mrs. H. E. Barker, Louise Barker,
Harold Wcodside, R. E. Cleaves, and
son, I. M. Sterling, John, Cox, W. J.
Tupper, Portland; H. S. Pratt, James
Small, Leon R. D. Leighton, Thomas
Austin, H. B. Brown, W. B. Small,
J. Johnson, Mrs, Smith,, F. J. Aus
tin, Farmington; W. R. Otis, H. S.
Packard, Robert S. Bussey, W. C.
Humphy, P. H. Garvin, G. W. Pmo,
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Child®, Boston;
J. G. Steinert, New York City; A.
H, Webb, Gorham, N. H.; G. W.
Bamjum, O. M. Vose, Madrid; Har
old. Glen HarriiS’, Providence, R. I.;
W. E. Marshall, W. R. Crowell, Rangeley; J, L. Violett, Milford, Mas®.;
Gertrude E. Grant, Dover, N. H.; EfflQ S. Towne, Oxford; F. S. Bourque,
Stratton; J. M. Tqarson, Haverhill!,
Mass.; H. J. Gross and son, Augus
ta; Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Cunning
ham, Ruth. Cunningham, yv. E. Mersereau E. C. Shackford, Auburn; F.
W. Smith,, Winchester, Mas®.; Mr.
and Mrs. Ned A. Stanley, New Bed
ford, Mas®.; J. H. Webster, Orono;
E. J, Coomb®. Waterville; H. E. Mer
rill, Monmouth; A. F. Adam®, A. J.
KHnkhamer, T.
Roberts, Detroit,
Mich,
--------------:------------ .
Feed th e Sparrows.
‘'
A naturalist announces that those
tender-hearted persons who have
made a custom to supply the wild
birds with food in the winter months
are really killing them with kindness.
“ Birds supplied with fat from the
food they eat in the summer live
through stormy winters without
much food, he says, and often when
overfed die of diseased liver. Here
is suggested a way to get rid of the
English sparrows that would meet
with their hearty appreciation and
co-operation.

William F.N ye is the great-1
est authority on refined oils in the
world. He was the first bottler; has '
the largest business and NYOIL
is the best oil he has ever made.

\

NYOIL
HAS NO EQUAL.
Beware of scented mixtures called
oil.
Use N Y O IL on everything
where a light oil is needed. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rod. You will
find it by far the best. Hardware and
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by

W M . F. NYE,
N e w B e d fo rd ,

Mass.

MAPS OF MAINE
RESORTS AND ROADS
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
for maps of the fishing regions of the
state, etc. We can furnish the follow
ing maps;
Franklin County
$7-50
Somerset County
.50
Oxford County
.50
Piscataquis County
.50
Aroostook County
.50
Washington County
.50
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
1.00
Geological map of Maine
.85
R. R. map of Maine
.35
Androscoggin County
.35
Cumberland County
.35
Hancock County
.50
Kennebec County
.35
Knox County
.35
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
.35
Penobscot County
,5o
Waldo County
.36
York County
.35

J. W BRACKETT
Phillips?

-

CO.,

Maine. *
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FOR HUNTERS, TRAPPERS,
FISHERMEN AND SPORTSMEN

country, are the M. C. Filint Mer
cantile company of Denver, Colorado,
of wihicih R. S. Williams is- secret
ary and treasurer.
The fact that
mountain trout are so abundant in
CANADIAN WILDS
the Colorado cascades' as to make
HUNTING DOGS
T h e following books are endorsed
Log Cabin Life Has a Great Fasci them an article of transcontinental
ELLS
about the
E S C R IB E S in a
as .well as of State commerce' shows by leading publishers, hunters, trap
Hudson Bay C om 
practical man
pany; Northern Indians
the greajt resourcielsl of the Color pers and sportsmen in North America.
nation for Many.
lier,
the
training,
and their M odes of
ado- sporting country, mot only for T h e information they contain is re
Ihandling, treatment,
blunting, Trapping, etc
I breeds, t etc.,
best Provisions f o r
relaxation but for food,-stuffs. Mir.
th e
liable, having been gathered from ac
[adapted for n i g h t Wilderness, Things to |||
Williams in an eastern bom main,
[hunting, as well as
Moose lioofemieigiumitiic House, Haines and he has not forgotten/ the 'east: tual expiences and successful experi
Avoid, etc., etc. The
gun dogs for daylight author (Martin Hunter)
Landing, July 1.—“ Hleire dim the lueairt in his active and successful partic ments of men who are leaders in the
sport. This book is
was with the Hudson
of thie Ramigelieys we slhiailil
spend ipation in business in the west.
not intended for the Bay Company for about
different branches covered by these
field trial dog men, 40 years— from 1863 to
onr euimjmler in sue,hi a cozy liiomelike The M, C. Flint Mercantile company
but is for the real 1903 and the informa
log cabin,’’ .was wllnait a lady wrote to probably handles more focdlstnffs an works.
dog men who delight tion is given from al
These books should be in the
her eiity iftriendlsi this inarming from wholesale than any firm in either
*in chases that are most a half century’s
'thiis attractive place.
Log
cabin' middle or remote west.—Lewiston hands of every man who goes into
genuine.
Contains experience. This book contains 277 pages,
life surely has a fascinatioin for Journal.
the woods, either for pleasure or 253 pages, size 5 x 7 inches, with 43 illus thirty-seven chapters as follows:
trations, 26 chapters as follows:
The Hudson’s Bay Company; The “ Free Trader”
those Who do not care for the faslhr
profit.
Part 1—Hunting Dogs, Night Hunting. The Outfitting Indians. Trackers of the North, Provis
ionable sumanea' hotel.
“ Close to
Night Hunting D og -H is Ancestry. Training ions for the Wilderness, Forts and Posts, About
the Hunting Dog. Training the Coon Dog. Train Indians, Wholesome Foods, Officer’s Allowances,
Nature and Me- in tine open down din
ing for Skunk, Opossum and Mink, W olf and Indian Packs. Indian Mode of Hunting Beaver,
Coyote Hunting. Training for Squirrels and Indian Mode of Hunting Lynx and Marten, Indian
Maine,’’ brings health as well! as
FOX TRAPPING
and Rabbits, Training the Deer Hound, Training Mode of Hunting Foxes, Indian Mode o f Hunting
plieiaisuire.
-S p ecific Things to Teach, Training—Random Otter and Musquash, Remarkable Success, Things
B O O K of
Suggestions from Many Sources. Part 2 Breed to Avoid, Anticosti and its Furs, Chiseling and
Prof. J. Kells,ey of New Ycirk City
ing and Care o f Dogs—Selecting the Dog, Care Shooting Beaver, The Indian Devil, A Tame Seal,
instructions
and Breeding. Breeding. Breeding (Continued), The Care of Blistered Feet, Deer Sickness, A Casa
College, accompanied by Mrs. Kefljitells how to trap
Peculiarities of Dogs and Practical Hints, Ail of Nerve, Amphibious Combats, A rt of Pulling
s it a r e, poison
ments o f the Dog. Part 3—Dog Lore—Still Trail Hearts,. Dark Furs, Indians are Poor- Shots, A
sey, have returned for their third
ers vs Tonguers, Music, The Dog on the Trap Bear in the Water, Voracious Pike, The Brass
and shoot.
A
summer.
Mr. Keilisey was greatly
Line, Sledge Dogs of the North. Part 4—The Eyed Duck, Good Wages Trapping, A Pard Neces
valuable b o o k
Hunting Dog Family—American Fox Hound, The sary, A Heroic Adventure, Wild Oxen, Long Lake
pleased to bring in, a 5%-pound sal
York Camps, Loon Lake, Ramgeley for trappers. II
Beagle. Dachshund and Basset Hound. Pointers Indians, Den Bears, The Mishap of Raison.
and Setters, Spaniels. Terriers—Airedales, Scotch
mon. and one 3% pounds, and Mis July 2.—Many good catclh.es have all the methods
Price, postpaid, clotB Bound 6 0 cents
Collies,
House and Watch Dogs. A Farmer Hunt
as given in this
wife ilnad sport landimig a 3-pounder.
er—His Views, Descriptive Table of Technical
been made at Loon Lake the last had been stud
Terms.
Prof. W. IB. Sargent, accompanied
ied out by one
Price, postpaid, clotB Bound 60 cents.
STEEL TRAPS
by his wife of Hebirou Academy, ware two Weeks with. Mr. and, Mrs. H. R. man and he had
Maxfiekl and C. M. Max field of begun trapping
lucre for over Sunday.
e s c r ib e s the
Dr. ip. A. Hayden of Portland was New- Hartford, Conn., among the when Columbus
various makes
discovered
most
successful..
H.
R.
Maxfield
hiais
FUR
FARMING
land tells how to use
greeted1 by old friends on, Ms arrival
America, more
a
3-pcund
salmon
and
a
5-pound
them. Also chapters
Saturday and will spend part of tine
than four hun
[on care of pelts, etc.
B O O K o fg “
and - a 4% -pound square tail to bis dred years ago
summer at Haines Landing.
This book contains
information »|
Dr. and Mrs. W. J. Carter motor credit while his brother, C. M. Max- he would not be
333 pages, 5 x 7 in.,
about fur-bearing ■1
half completed. This book is edited by A .
field
is
close
behind,
with
a
5^and 130 illustrations,
ed in from Phillips Sunday.
animals, enclos-JJ
R.
Harding
and
contains
about
50
illustra
printed on good qual
Mr. and Mirs. I. iS. Hance cf Yonk pcund trout and a 2%-pound salmon. tions, and about 200 pages, is divided into ures, their habits,
fa r m In g ]
ity heavy paper. Just
care, etc., and is
Mrs. G. B. Lelliy of Boston secur 22 chapters, as follows:
sf*
‘ •>"
ers, N. Y., Who are on thieir wediding
the book that trappers
th e
recognized
ed
a
fine
striftig
of
salmon
weighing
4
f
r
~
r
"
General
Information;
Baits
and
Scents;
trip, ar,e pleasantly located in Wellshave long
needed.
authority on f u r
Foxes and Odor; Chaff Method Scent;
6
pounds.
Gives the history of
raising — now in
mere Camp in tllne woods for several
Traps and Hints; All Round Land Set; Snow
steel traps, how made,
Mrs. Paul D. Fred,as of Cleveland Set; Trapping Red Fox; Red and Grey; W ire fourth edition—
weeks.
sizes for various ani
from in
Samuel C. Hutcihinson and brother, Ohio, went out each day of their and Twine Snare; Snare, Shooting, Poison; written
mals with detailed in
formation secur
W. Howard Hutchinson of Lynn, stay and secured a fine salmon for My First Fox; Tennessee Trapper’s Methods; ed from reliable
structions on where and how to set. -This
Many Good Methods; Fred and the Old
book contains 32 chapters as follows:
sources, includ
Mass., returned home this morning tbeir* table.
Trapper; Experienced Trapper Tricks; Rey
Sewell Newhouse; W ell Made Traps; A
ing U . S. Govern
after a week in camp. They made
H.
N. Fairchild of New York, e
nard Outwitted; Fox Shooting; A Shrewd
Few Failures; Some European Traps; Proper
reports.
the trip by auto and from here went regular guest for several summers Fox; Still Hunting the Fox; Fox Ranches; ment
Sizes; Newhouse Traps; Double and W eb
Demand for furs
to Poland Springs.
has been having hiis usual good luck Steel Traps.
is increasing yearly while the supply is be Jaws; Victor, Hawley & Norton; Jump Traps;
coming less.
Fur farming is a profitable Tree Traps; Stop Thief Traps; Wide
Mir. and- Mrs. Gordon Grant
of on Little Greeley.
Price, postpaid, cloth Bound, 60 cents.
industry. Book contains 266 pages, 39 il Spreading Jaws; Caring for Traps; Marking
Brownville, N. Y., are for their sea
Others who have recently register
lustrations from photographs; 15 chapters Traps; How to Fasten; How to Set; Where
son enjoying a month in camp here.
to Set; Looking at Traps; Mysteriously
ed are F. Warren Clark, A. N. Har
as follows:
SCIENCE OF TRAPPING
Dr. and Mirs. B. C. Grafifam of ris, Elizabeth B. Woods, F. K. Hat
Supply and Demand, W hat Animals to Sprung Traps; Good Dens; The Proper
Laws Affecting Fur Bait; Scent and Decoy; Human Scent and
Portland have come for a two weeks-’ field, Boston; Mrs. Win. Nice, Jr,
e s c r i  Raise; Enclosures,
Signs; Hints on Fall T-apping; Land
b e s the Family,Box Trap Trapping, Fox Raising, Fox
stay.
Katherine Nice, Agontz, Pa.; R. H
■fur-b e a r i n g Raising in Canada, Skunk Raising, Mink Trapping; W ater Trapping; W hen to Trap:
/rihom-ais O. Rogers is entertaining Ellis, Rangeiey; Mr. and Mrs. R. R
animals, their Raising, Opossum Raising, Muskrat Rais Some Deep W ater Sets; Skinning and
as guests his friends, Mr. and Mrs. MioFarlin, James B. MicFarlin, Mir
nature, habits ing, Raccoon Raising, The Beaver and the Stretching; Handling and Grading; From
B. Faith and Miss Collins of New and Mira. Daniel P. Hays, Mrs. L
and distribu Otter, Killing, Skinning and Stretching, Animal to Market; Miscellaneous Informa
tion.
t i o n , w i t h Deer Farming.
ton, Mass:
M. and Mary C. Tanner, New York
Price, postpaid, clotB Bound 6 0 cents.
p
r
a
c
t
i
c
a
l
Price,
postpaid,
clotB
Bound,
60
cents.
Thie first Saturda y morning pullr City; C. R. Adams; W. S'. Scbellengmethods for
man from Boston Whistled in at Oquos er, Philadelphia; Mirs. H. J . Peck
their capture.
soc at 6.44 o ’cllook this morning and Warren, R. I.; A. M. Best, Provi
Contains 245
Land Cruising and Prospecting CAMP AND TRAIL METHODS
pages, size 5
the following party from Detroit, dence; Mr. and Mrs, P. |M. Bainx 7
inches,
H IS is one of the
Mich.., Mrs,' M. E. Parr, Miss Carol bridge, Brooklyn., N. Y.; Mr. and
S A valuable
with 40 illus
m o s t practical
and Master Frederick, E. R. and Eve: Mrs: H. A. Chandler, Strong;
book
for
home
trations. The
books on woodcraft
Dr,
steaders,
hunters,
c h a p t e r on
ett Parr arrived and will for the and Mrs. C. H. Cunningham, Ruth
ever written contain
prospectors, guides ing valuable informa
summer be at Ihiome in one cf the Cunningham, Auburn; Mr. and Mrs, “ Tracks and Signs” is worth dollars to
etc.
The
writer,
young and inexperienced hunters and trap
tion for all lovers of
camps.
Mr. A . F. Wallace, the great outdoors.
A. C. Pollard,, Nashua., N. H.; Mir. pers, as the author shows drawings of the
an
e
x
p
e
r
i
e
n
c
e
d
The author of this
and Mrs. Geo. C. Orr, Portland; Mr, footprints of the various animals. The au
land surveyor, land book has spent years
thor is personally acquainted with some of
and Mrs. E. M. Loweill, Lewiston
cruiser
and
pros
the most expert trappers in North America,

BOOKS

PULLMAN MAKES
INITIAL RUN

D

T

GOOD CATCHES
AT YORK CAMPS A

D

A

D

I

FEAST ONiTHE
COLORADO TROUT MINGO SPRINGS
OPEN FOR SEASON

Several Auburn families have been
feasting this week on Colorado moun
tain trout, which, notwithstanding Guarantee that Guests Will Be
they were a week on the way, reached
Well Cared for With the
their destination, in perfect condition.
The largest wholesalers of sea-food,
Smiths In Charge.
as well as of mountain trout and
canned gcodis dm the Rocky Mountain
(Special

She Baked
Today
With

H e r b rea d
w ould take the
blue r i b b o n at
any d om estic
science e x h ib i
tion, her cake is
a marvel of fine
lightness — and
her pastry — you
ought to taste it!
All because William
Tell is milled from
O hio R ed W in ter
Wheat by our own
process. Goes farther too—both
e c o n o m y and g o o d eating
served by ordering

William
Tell
Flour
C.

H.

McKenzie Trading
Phillips, Ma]ne>

Mingo Springs,
Ramgeley Lake
June 29.—It will! be pleasing to the
public and patron® of this attractive
hotel and camps' to learn the place
is open for the season of 1916, and
the first guests, come -tonight, and
several parties are booked for the
first of July.
As many letters are being receiv
ed from those, who plan to come to
the Ramgeley®, without doubt
all
the camip® will soon, be engaged by
Boston, New York and Philadelphia
peoiple.
Mr, and Mrs. A. E. Beale and her
sisters, Miss > Gertrude- and Miss
Grace. Smith cf North Anson have
charge of the .place which is a
guarantee rthfat those who .spend
their summer at Mingo Will in every
way b.e welt cared for.
Prof. 'Mumyoin. has written he w.illl
come next week and complete the
arrangements, for improvements at
Mingo.
Thie flag is flying from Miinigo HM
Cam.p.s, which announce® that Mr.
and Mirs. E. E. Patrddge, who spent
tiie winter at their .southern, home,
are again welcomed! to tbeir beau
tiful home ion thie Lilli1.
8U S B C R IB E

Co.,

Correspondence.)

W O O DS

NOW
AND

FOR
READ

M A IN E
ALL

T H E O U T IN G N E W S .

and has also followed the Indians over their
trap lines, and in* this way learned many
things which to the white man are not gen
erally known.
The book contains twenty-four chapters
as follows: The Trapper’s Art; The Skunk;
The Mink; The Weasel; The Martin; The
Fisher; The Otter; The Beaver; The Musk
rat; The Fox; The W olf; T he Bear; The
Raccoon; The Badger; The Opossum; The
Lynx; Bay Lynx or W ild Cat; The Cougar;
The Wolverine; The Pocket Gopher; The
Rabbit; Tracks and Signs; Handling Furs;
Steel Traps.
Price, postpaid, doth Bound, 6 0 cents.

DEADFALLS AND SNARES
B O O K of in
structions f o 1
trappers about these
a n d o t h e r home
made traps by A . R.
Ilarding. This book
contains 232 pages
sizes 5 x 7 inches,
and 84 drawings and
illustrations, printed
on good heavy pa
per. The most com
plete book on how
to m a k e “ home
made” traps
ever
published. Building
deadfalls and
con
structing snares, as
explained in this book is of value to trap
pers where material, saplings, poles, boards,
rocks, etc., are to be had for constructing.
The book contains 28 chapters as follows:
Building Deadfalls; Bear and Coon Dead
falls; Otter Deadfall; Martin Deadfall; Stone
Deadfall; The Bear Pen; Portable Traps;
Some Triggers; Trip Triggers; How to Set;
W hen to Build; W here to Build; The Proper
Bait; Traps Knocked Off; String Pole Snare;
Trail Set Snare; Bait Set Snare; The Box
Trap; The Coop Trap; The Pit Trap; Num 
ber of Traps; W hen to Trap; Season’s Catch;
General information; Skinning and Stretch
ing; Handling and Grading; From Animal to
Market; Steel Traps.

A

Price, postpaid, clotB Bound, 6 0 cents.

SEND ALL
ORDERS TO

pector, in his intro
duction says: “ To
the men who fol
low the compass,
the trap and the trail, this work is inscribed.
It is not intended for the ‘ Professor’ who
can tell you all about things after they are
done (by someone else).” Contains about
200 pages, 5 x 7 inches, good quality paper,
with nearly 40 illustrations and contains 20
chapters as follows:
Maps; The Compass; Examining and L o
cating; Early Surveys; Corner Marks; Mis
cellaneous Information; Points for Home
steaders; Prospecting for Gold; .Sampling
Ore; How to Locate a Claim; Poor Man’s
Ore Mill; Prospecting for Fur; Prospecting
for Pearls; Prospecting for Bees; Rations
and Camp Cookery; Camp Kits; Guns, Axes
and Packstraps; Building Cabins; Tanning,
Etc.; Getting Lost; The Red River Trapper.
Price, postpaid, cloth Bound, 6 0 cents.

MINK TRAPPING
B O O K of in
struction, giv
ing many methods
of trapping. A val
uable book for trap
pers as it tells in a
plain way what you
want to know, that
is if you want to
catch mink.
This
book is edited by
A . R. Harding, con
tains about 50 illus
trations and nearly
200 pages, and is
d i v i d e d into 20
chapters as follows:
General Informa
tion; Mink and Their Habits; Size and Care
of Skins; Good and Lasting Baits; Bait and
Scent; Places to Set; Indiap Methods; Mink
Trapping on the Prairies; Southern Methods;
Northern Methods; Unusual W ays; Illinois
Trapper’s Method; Experienced Trappers’
Methods; Many Good Methods; Salt Set;
Log and Other Sets; Points for the Young
Trapper; Proper Size Traps; Deadfalls; Steel
Traps.

A

Price, postpaid, cloth Bound, 6 0 cents.

T

in the woods, so
knows what is want
ed by the woodsmen,
mountain men, pros
pectors, trappers and
the hardy outdoor people in general,
contains 274 pages and 68 illustration
There are 19 chapters as follow s:. Pleasuri
and Profits of Camping, Selecting a Cam
Outfit, Clothing for the W ood s, Pack Strap
Pack Sacks and Pack Baskets, Cookin
Utensils, Beds and Bedding, Firearm
Hunting Knives and Axes, Tents and She
ters, Permanent Camps, Canoes and Hun
ing boats, Snowshoes and Their Use, Sno^
shoe Making, Skis, Toboggans and Tra
Sleds, Provisions and Camp Cookery, Bus
Travel, T aveling Light, Tanning Furs an
Buckskins, Preserving Game, Fish an
Hides, Miscellaneous Suggestions.
Price, postpaid, clotB Bound, 6 0 cents.

SCIENCE OF FISHING
H E most practi
cal book on fish
ing ever published.
SCIENCE o r
The
author says;
F ISH IN G
“ For those who have
caught them, as well
as for those who
never have.”
This
book describes the
fish, tells their habits
and I I O W , W H E N
and W H E R E to
catch them; also tells
-------- g-aiegr-, .
5 the K I N D of tackle
used for each fish,
Book contains 255 pages, more than 100
illustrations, 22 chapters as follows:
Remarks on the “ Gentle A rt”; Rods;
Reels; H ooks, L in e s. and Leaders; Flies;
Artificial Baits; Landing Nets, Gaffs, Tackle
Boxes, Etc.; Bait-Casting; Fly-Casting; SurfCasting, Trolling, Still Fishing, Etc.; Use of
Natural Baits; Handling the Hooked Fish;
Fishing for Black Bass; Fishing for Trout
and Salmon; Pike, Pickerel, Muskellunge
and Pike-Perch; Sunfish, Carp, Catfish and
Suckers; Fishing for Tarpon and Tuna;
Fishing for Other Sea Fish; Making, Repair
ing and Caring for Tackle; General Informa
tion; Commercial Fishing; Distribution of
Fish— Good Places.

T

F ? f]

: 'l

Price, postpaid, clotB Bound, 6 0 cents

MAINE WOODS,

SPECIAL OFFER

Phillips,
Maine

Any one of the above 60c^books and one year’s
subscription to MAINE WOODS, outing edition

$ 1.25

G R E A T E R IN T E R E S T M A K E S U P
FO R S M A L L A T T E N D A N C E .

den who sat smoking on the piazza.

FLY FISHING 0 . K.
IN THIS REGION

was dedicated with, suitable cere been known to escape after having
monies.
The occasion called out a been killed deader than a smoked
It was a great reception the friends
large and interested' audience of Um- herring.
If going by canoe, one can
(Continued f r o m p a g e three)
gave Hon. J. Putman Stevens, form
ccil,ou®
Lodge
members,
and
many
add
a
few
hundred pound® to, the
E V E N T 2— S W IM M IN G M A T C H
er president of the association, who
from lodge® in other
neighboring outfit without inconvenience- to him
Swimming m afclh, open to all, dis
is the leading Shiriner in the coun
towns within a radius of 40 miles. A self (ti e guide doe® the work), and
tance 100 yards.
At least to,nr to
try, and with dignity and a smiling
large number of non-members also a numb-eir of home convenience®,
enter.
Dull
Season
Is
O
ver
and
Guests
fact bears the title o,f Imperial Patewere present.
Their ages varied such a® the family plate, fuillUe-n-gtih
PRIZES— Flrsrt, $5 in gold; second
late o f Nionth America, A. A. O. N.
from 0 ,to 75 years. Mrs. Fred Flem portraits of ancestors, a hat-rack
$3 in gold.
Beginning to Arrive.
M. Shrine.
Mr. Stevens was accom
ing le<^ the devotional service a® and your clothes-press can he handl
Henry Clark, Boston, 1st.
f!Wm.
panied by his .wife, wiho the first
chaplain of the lodge. Brother Thomp ed easily.
If you should1 ,be- so un
Morey, Mt. View, 2nd.
time for two years is again able to
son, master of the state lodges, was fortunate as- to- find yourself sur
Oxbow,
Me.,
June
17,
1916.
enjoy an outing.
They left Port
present and in a very admirable pre rounded by a forest conflagration,
E V E N T 5— F L Y C A S T IN G
M ATCH
land Thursday morning at 7 o’clock To the Editor of M aine Woods:
sentation of tihe benefits accruing to climb- the tallest tree y-cu can find
in their touring car with Mr. and
Near the centre of far northern the public where lodges are instituted you will -be as safe there as any
Distance fly casting matcili open to
Mrs. G. M. Barney and found the Maine lies an extensive stretch of predicted for Umcolous Lodge a very where, and may be smothered1 before
all members.
roads
with
few
exceptions
of country covered with, mountains, rid prosperous career.
Mrs,. Thompson the flames reach, you, unlesisthe
PRIZE—Bristol steel bait casting
one or two places very good. Aft ges, lake® and, streams and, silent, spoke briefly but to the p-cont and tree burn® at the- base and -breaks
rod with agate tip and guides, pre er stopping three hours they motor primeval forests.
The ridges, flats was generously applauded. Rev. N. B. your neck, spine, and, earthly con
sented by Horton Mlfg. Co., Bristol, ed direct to Mlt, View and reached and valleys are beautiful under cul
Carry a variety
Ackerman- of Miasardis was the next nections -in falling.
Conn.
As fine a steel rod as can here at 5.30 o'clock p,. m.
tivation.
“ All places that tihie eye sp,eaker ,aind was listened to with of revolver® and pistol®, there is a
be made.
of Heaven visits” “ Are to a wise man close attention. His topic was ‘‘Tihie man, in Omaha, Nebraska, who can
Levi S. Dow,
ports and happy havens.”
Oxbow,, Value of an Ideal” ’. Bro. MacLamgh- hit a church quite often, at ten yards,
Friday
afternoon
and
evening
the
H. L. Welch,
Masardis and Ash,land1, and Squa Pan lin of Presque Isle spoke in a happy and- some day, with plenty of prac
Ladies’
.
Aid,
Who
are
doing
great
L. G. Chadbonme,
work to help in the building of the and Portage as well, are places1 of vein Which concluded the regular pro tice, you may be able to do, this al
Ernest DeMerritt,
At 10 o ’clock a light repaist so, provided you have never
used
handsome, log church at Oquossoc that sort; and the hand of mOn, has gram,.
Vincent York,
through the courtesy o,f Mrs. L. E. not marred their fair visage. Things of ice cream and' cake was served to tobacco, coffee or plain booze- all of
Arthur Gifle,
(not
Bowiley who has done. much, to for at the Bow are fairly humming now. all of the 200 person® present; and which spoil a man’® nerves
James Mathieson.
(
ward the good work, had a sale in Parson Ackerman has lately run his of the fragment® left over there must nerve).—Old Hunter in Kennebec
, Was won by L. S. Dlow o f Hoiulthe ladies’ parlor beyond the music mimis-teiriall-suh-soi 1-plow through, the have been at least two baskets full. Journal.
ton, who cast 75 feet.
room.
They had neaulliy 100 aprons whole plantation by friendly •calls Umcolcus Lodge does nothing by hal
ve® and the building fft now occupies
of all kinds that they had mode and and visiting tine public schools.
S P E C IA L F IS H IN G
P R IZ E S
Just as we had begun to think that ®how® the fruit of willing and united
pounds o f homemade candy, also
punch and 1 monade that found a our sporting friends had forgotten us effort in one and- the same direction
To the lady catching the largest
ready sale between, the dances. $10 and that our advertising had failed and is a credit to all concerned. On
trout during the meet will be given
was cleared by raffling p very hand to hit the bullfe-eye, and we were in the following night a dance was held
a steel fisih rod presented by the J.
some embroidered apron, a gift of for a slim, season’s work, the storm in the- hall under the auspice® of the
H. Stetson Co., Lewiston, Me.
Mrs. Rowley and the tickets
were broke and a Ipaiiir of distinguished Grange with- music by Rafford’s orchr
To the gentleman
catching
the
Iquickly sold and Mr. Bowiley was the guests flew into the home camp for estra from Ashland. A large comp
A t . the session cf the Tall Stove
largest trout during the meet will be
fortunate one to draw the prize. The a week's trip up river to Billy’s new any, about 40 couples-, enjoyed the
given a Martin’s ‘‘DeLuxe’ ’ enamel
room and tables1 were prettily decor camps at Lake MUilmagassett. They festivities tiilli an early hour of the Club, Wednesday evening, relates the
line valued at $5.00 presented
by
There was a full Bath Times, a lumberman from South
ated with ferns and flowers and Mrs, were Messrs. C. E. Osgood of Brook next morning.
E. J. Martin’s Sons, Rockville, ■Conn.
Harley Curtis, Mrs.. E. Patten, Mrs. line, Mas®., a widely advertised Bos mocn and a full house.
Brook near Patten, Maine, laid that
This is one o f the very finest fish
Taylor Judkins and Mrs. Rolfe Park ton household good®1merchant, and L.
Yours cordially,
while lumbering there last winter
lines manufactured.
er made good saleswomen and over N. Josiseliyin of Newtcn, Mas®., presi
J. C. Hartshorne.
William Allan of Fatten1, who by
For the largest salmon caught dur
$50 was addied to the fund of the dent and treasurer, respectively, of
ing the meet will bo given a Mar
the way ha® captured the past year
Oquossoc Ladies.’ Aid, who plan for tihie C. E. Osgood Co. (line.) of Bos ‘T H E
E T IQ U E T T E
OF
THE
tin’s “ Highest Quality” enamel line
22 bears,; ran across a mother bruin
ton.
Close upon their flieelis came
another sale in August.
valued at $3.50, presented by E. J.
W O O D S .”
and two young cubs, in the woods and
Charles Lord and Herbert Caldwell
Martin’s Sens, Rockville, Conn.
‘
all bands, were greatly surprised, as
Among those in attendance were of Portland, both connected with the
If the gentlemen and ladies had
Sportsmen everywhere will instant the meeting was accidental and sud
Hon, and Mrs. Roscoe Reynolds, Mr. Maine Motor Car Co., R. E. Allwart
ly recognize in tbit, article the ful den.
worked as hard o r spent half as
Mother Bruin at once told her
and Mrs. Homer N. Chase, R.
J. of New York and Detroit, Fred Green
much time with rod and line a,s they White house, Miss Ada M. Wentworth, law of Masardis, Me., and F. S. Sum fillment of a long-felt need, an essen children to -climb a tree which they
tial adjunct to the outfit of anyone did.
did shooting and playing bridge no ^)r. R. N. Randall, Miss Olive
Allan shot the old bear with
M. ner of Waltham, Mas®.
not familiar with the Big Wood®, and a pistol and them cilimhed. the tree and
doubt there would have been less McGil-very, Dr. and Mrs. D. E. White,
Following them the next day came
which should never for a moment be captured the cub®, taking them und
fish in the lake.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. E. Bearee, Miss Walter D. Hind® of Portland, with
left behind.
Advice is cheap and er ihis arm hack to camp. Oue of the
D.
L. Nash o f Auigusta won theAlice Savage, Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
Messrs. €. C. Nobles and 'E. P. Aneasy to take, and right here we little fellow® was later sold for $50.
prize before he bad been here three Knight, H. A. Goss, R. H. Chapman,
got of New York. • Mr. Noblesi has
would emphasize our belief that any That night a big bear, probably the
hours by landing a 5% -pound , sal Hon. and Mrs. T. F. Callahan, Miss
been a guest here- several times here
one who doubts the following state father Bruin, came to camp in search
mon not far from the iMouintain T. M.
Callahan, Miss Beatrice F. tofore.
To make the circle
com
ment is no more of a gentleman than of the cub® and tore down a Pen be
View.
Callahan, Edw. J. Callahan, Mr. and plete and give grace to our festive
Bob Chapman caught cne
of 5 Mrs. E. M. Lowe'li, Dr. and Mirs. board, Mis® Amelia J. Walton-, one we -would be to burst into loud,, fore he was driven to -the woods,.
hoars-e laughter at like statements of One night another big bear came to
pounds weight and won 2nd prize.
I. E. Pendleton, Lewiston; Mr. and of Masardis’ popular and succesisful
Going into tihe wood s is ser make a friendly visit to the lumber
A. J. Skidmore caught the largest Mrs. N. S. Weston, B. E. Smith, school teachers, paid us, a visit by in his n.
ious business, either one should go men who were sleeping -in a tent.
trout, but -it only weighed 1 pound. Mr. and Mirs. R. C. Whltehomse, Mr. vitation of our hostess,, Mrs. Billy.
prepared for anything (including the He was driven away, but at midnight
Several parties went to Quimby Pond and Mrs. J. R. True, Mr. and Mrs.
Mis® Delia R. Cushing of Houltou,
worst),
or one should stay by his he returned and walked in, awaken
and had good fly fishing.
A. H. Cooper, Mr. and Mrs. Frank who ha® been visiting her relatives in
own fireside.
ing the men Who jumped out of their
L. Gardiner, H. B. Estes, Arthur G. Ashland on tire George and
Peter
No gentleman should think o-f go beds in a burry and the bear w-a® so
L A D IE S W H I S T
Staples,
Auburn;
Scott Brackett, Dunn .farms -for several week®, paid
ing in-to tihie wilds with lies® than four alarmed that be left by the side in
Hon. and Mrs. Harry B. Austin,, Miss us a flying visit of a few days last
Whist will be played by the lad Ruth Austin, Miss; Cornelia T. Cros week escorted by her uncle, Mr. Rich suitcases full of clothes, for all occas stead of the dccir of the -tent, taking
him
ies under rules to be made at the by, Phillips; L. L. Worcester, Ma ard Duam of Ashland. . Miss Cush ion®, neither should he demean, him the entire canvas outfit with
meet, and the following prizes have ch ias; F. E. Jorgensen, Haywocd; J. ing is an accomplished trained purse self by trying to put this1raiment in part of the way. Then the men built
to a pack basket, for it will lock as a hut, as the -bear® were too plenty,
been provided.
Lewis York and party, York Camps; and is widely known hey end her
though- you we,re trying to emulate a and too neighborly in South Brook
Several pieces of pillow tubing pre Fred G. Webber, Orono; S. R. Bon- home village and native state.
Sire
clais® of people below your own soc for them,. The little cub® first men
sented by the
Continental Mills, sey, Maj. L. S. Chiloott,
Bangor; makes, her heme with, her sister, Mrs.
ial level.
Be sure- and include a tioned above were brought up on con
Lewiston, Me.
P.
P.
Burleigh,
No.
114
Main
Street,
Hon. John L. Sprague, Dover; Hon.
complete toilet outfit, cologne, tal densed milk, and when cne o-f them
A quilt presented by the
Bates and Mrs. J. Putman. Stevens, Mr. Houlton, Mecum powder, rouge for fingernails,, had finished sucking the milk through
Manufacturing Co., Lewiston., Me.
and Mrs. G. M. Barney, C'liff
A.
Messrs. Osgood and Josselyn, with etc.
Decency demand®1 that you ap a hole bored in the can and the can
A pair o f ladies’ sport shoes pre Hamm, Miss H. L. Farmham, Mr. and Billy Scuie and George
Flemming
A co-uple was empty, the bear pup would use
sented by W ise & Cooper Co., Au Mrs. Geo. C. Orr, Portland; Hen. H. guides, have just returned from the pear at your best always.
of -hot water bottles are essential to it as a baseball and
mischievously
burn, Me.
B. Cotton, Conway, N. H.
Lake MillLmagasett Camp®. They re the welil-crdered campling kit, and a
throw it at the nearest man.
Firiday—.First prize, Mrs.
I.
E.
ported fine weather, few fide®1, but small -soapstone S,s -also handy to
Pendleton, who. made a score of 1346.
plenty of fish.
Fly fishing is- now have along.
If you have a mirror
Second prize, Mrs. F. L. Gardiner,
O. K. in all this region,, ,so tihe sports that will cover cne end of your tent,
W henever you w rite to one of our
whose score was 1041.
Mrs. R. L.
and guides all say.
The1 scribe has take it by alii means, you can them advertisers, don’t forget to mention
Wlhitehouse 3rd prize, and on Satur
71 brook tncuit to this credit, all realize the picturesque effect of your
Maine Woods.
It is impo/rtant to
day Mrs. F. L. Gardiner with, score
caught'in sight of tihie home camp.
hunting togs as never before.
of 1288 won the first prize.
Mrs.
you
to
do
so;
im
portant to us and
The Lord and tihe Hinds parties
For a cooking kit, a few -simple
G. M. Barney 2nd prize with a score
both, had first-class, fly fishing last thing® like a coffee, percolator, a the advertiser n atu rally w ants to
of 1287, and Mrs. D. L. Nash 3rd
Friends Think They Have Good week up at tihe dead water® of Um- double boiler of size sufficient for know where you found his name.
with a score of 1232.
calcu® stream.
They had Frank cooking young pigs- or turkey®,, a
Currier, Res® Weaver, Stan. Chase, chafing dish and 10 gallons of al
Story on M ayor Viles.
PRICE
Arthur Smith, and Will and Wteliman cohol-, a griddle cake or waffle iron., JULY NUMBER
£5 CT®.
Fleming a® guides.
They
sow and a complete ®et of electrical cook
A good story about a German wild
plenty of deer and one moose on the ing utensils, bread toaster, egg boil
Friday morning four enthusiastic bear and Mayo Blaine S. Viles of trip of several! days. Mr. Lord, with
er, etc., will do for a. small party.
sportsmen quietly left the hotel just Augusta is told, by the Kennebec Billy Fleming guide, .afterwards went Supplies are optional-, but a few es
Journal.
The
mayor
recently
add
after the clock struck 4 and when at
uip- the Aroostook 10f or 12 nicies-, re sential® like Worcestershire
Eauce,
6 o’clock they returned, as bright ed to his livestock as, time a speci turning last night. They took plenty pimentoe®, a case of cream cheese, a
as the morning, they had one “ speck men of German wild- boar as> could of trout and saw a large bear.
keg of olives, and if possible a car
The boar, wiho seem
led beauty’’ and it measured
just well be found.
Of t,lie twin girls, born to Mr. and ton c,f caviar must mot be left cut of
the required length to pass the war- ed a perfect gentleman,, was kept Mrs. Epih. Chase lately, on® gave up the list.
If you premeditate slaying
for a fortnight in, the, barm at the
tihe
chase
after
a
few
hours.
The-cthen
a
few
deer,
by all mean® take a rifle
mayor’s farm, “ Ledge House,’’ and
survived her debut to tihe world and originally intended for African big
won tihie reputation of being a tran
is doing nicely, a® per last reports. game, alt will be so much more p«s^
quil creature who would live in peace
Mother and daughter are doing as welt Rive in its fatality.
I,t should met
witlr the plain olid State of Maine
as, can, he expected.
Tine Bow is weigh, less than fifteen pounds1
, for
"W om en’s w ork is never done,’ hogs, of .the mayor's pasture land.
they say, and too often this is ti ue. So lie was moved into bis private not only beautiful for situation; but. the guide will carry -it, and a gu-idie
To sit and sew all day is tiring work, car and. transferred to bis future i,s a remarkably healthful place, no is a low-down, piratical sort cf muck
and often results in headache, back
ether death® having occurred for a er, who should be taught hi® place
Cnee let loose, the boar be
ache and sometimes kills ambition abode.
long time.
Marriages are infrequent and lowly station eari-y in the game.
and takes away the appetite.
th e gan to, cut up in- lively style. Rush
stomach, liver and bowels need exer ing full force against the further and such a thing as divorce i,s un If possible-, get one of the late
If your scribe only was type® of automatics, then, ycu will
cise, but they don’ t get it when you fence, he flailed to make a dent in it. thinkable.
bend all day over a needle. When
about 50 years younger quite likely assuredly kill something (or some
Elited by CHARLES,BRADFORD
this sort of work tells on you, you can A fter looking around to pick out the he might be induced to settle on one body) owing to the, *rapidity cf dis
The only all-angling publication in
find great relief by taking L,.
• weakest spot in the yarded enclos
Atwood’s Medicine. It is safe to take ure he charged again and this time of the many splendid farms for which charge oh-tainable with- it, which is America. Devoted entirely to fishes
He’s a only equalled by the speed, with and fishing. Fishing resort advertise
and acts favorably on_ the digestive went sailing through, the fence into this region is celebrated.
organs, regulates the liver and bow
great-grand father new and proud of Which your guide will ddsapptear ments, 3 cts. a word. Display, 25 cts.
els, and helps a sick heaclacie. the brush and -woods beyond, thus blue fact.
Aroostook county i® fatu When you commence shooting.
I-f
a line.
Women or men w ho lead a sedentary adding a new species to the wiid
ous
for
mountain®
and
hills,
lakes
you
should
knock
down
a
small,
fralife will find this medicine a hne rem animals1 o f Maine.
Subscription, $1.00 a year. Single
T o his friends
and streams, fisih and game, potatoes gi1,e-appearing do-e d-eer with, this
edy to keep in the home.
copy 25 cts.
wiho were doubled up with, laughter
FREE.— “ Y e Olde Songs,” w ords and music
weapon, take a dead rest and empty
over the performance, Mayer
Viles and children.
No. 1328 Broadway,
of sixty popular songs sent free on receipt o f
the magazine into her before trying
Wednesday
evening,
the
14th
ins-t.,
one outside yellow wrapper
,? •
’ suggested that “ It wasn’t
a
_
joke.
New York
together with your opinion o f our M edicine.
the new Grange hall at the Bow to- approach: nacre closely. Deep have
That German, boar cost over $35.’

A LUMBERMAN’S
BEAR STORY

GERMAN BOAR
COST SOMETHING

NOTES

To sit and sew
all day

“ L. F.” Medicine Co.,

P o r tla n d , Me.
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NEW MAINE
FOX COMPANY
A new Maine fox company which is
especially strong in Nthe personnel of
the men behind it, is the M. F. Stevens
Registered Silver Fox Co. of Augusta.
The men who are the directors include
some of the best known in the state.
The technical end of the work will be in
charge of M. F. Stevens, who is well
known as a pioneer in the industry in
this state.
The president is W. J. Skehan for
mer mayor of Augusta, and who has
held other important offices in the
state. The vice president is B. C. Per
ry, known as the expert fox rancher of
Millbridge. The treasurer is W. T.
Critchley of Augusta, formerly super
intendent of the Water Filtration Sys
tem of Boston. Among the directors
are such men ar Blaine S. Viles, T. A.
James, W. P. Perry and E. J. Treen.
SUBSCRIBE NOW FOR
WOODS.

MAINE

W OODS,

TONICS FOR AUTOMOBILISTS
Attention to the car now will save
many a vexatious delay far from home.
Some of the things often overlooked
in the usual hasty summer overhaul
ing, and in which trouble or danger
may lurk, are:
A defective battery. If the car has
been in storage, take the battery out
and fill up the liquid with distilled wa
ter. If the battery does not test up
to requirements, seek the battery man.
Look carefully over the steering con
nections.
Especially if the car has
been in use several years there may
be a weak part that needs replacing.
Take a good squint at the front
wheels; see that they line up prop
erly. When they are not true it runs
up tire expense.
Examine all the bearings carefully.
It is likely that one or more of them
need attention.
Take off the demountable rims and
see that they are in good shape. Some
times the tires rust into the clincher,
and if unattended to will cause trou
ble.
See that you have a supply of good
inner tubes. Take steps now to
avoid for the season the dilemma of
the man who, out on the road, finds
that his surplus inner tubes are all
punctured ones.

Where To Go In Maine
BILLY SOULE’S NEW CAMPS
LAKE MILLMAGASSETT
September fly fishing for Big Trout. Plenty
of partridges and deer. P. O. address Ox Bow,
Maine.

VIA RUMFORD FALLS
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
fishing begins about June 1. Send for circular.
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO..
Upper Dam, Maine.

IEDGE HODSE AND CABINS
Fishing and hunting.
Excellent Accommodations.
Reasonable prices.
VILES AND GANNETT,
Dead River, Maine

SPENCER LAKE CAMPS
GERARD, MAINE
Maine’s Best H unting and Fishing Section.
Special rates for early Spring Fishing and Fall
H unting parties. Railroad station Jackman,
Me. Post Ofrice, Gerard, M e.' For all inform a
tion address

W. H. Bean,

Gerard, Maine

Blakeslee Lake Camps
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
A famous resort for anglers and hun
ters. Write for illustrated booklet and
map. Address, Oct. 25 till May 1st,
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
Maine.

CA R R Y POND CAMPS

THE ELMWOOD
One o f the best small hotels in Maine. Open all
the year. Supplied with its own fresh vegetables,
poultry, eggs, milk and cream. Telephone.
Garage, Address
J. F. HOUGH
Phillips,

Maine

JIM POND CA M PS

Are open for the season of
Open May 1st; to December 1st. Good
1916.
accommodations.
Excellent fishing.
Send for circular.
Write for booklet.
HENRY J. LANE,
GREEN BROS.
MAINE
Carry Pond, Me.
Via Bingham EUSTIS,

TROUT BROOK CAMPS
Will be Open For the SPRING FISHING
B y May the 10th. Don’ t miss it as
we get some fine trolling and bait fish
ing at that time. For large TROUT and
SALMON fly fishing, June 1. Write
for paticulars.
R. R. WALKER .Prop,
Mackamp,

Maine

SPEND YO U R VACATION
at Mt. Abram Farm Camps, East
Madrid. Address C. A. Rogers. Prop.,
Phillips
Maine
,
R. F. D.

YORK C A M P S ,

RANGELEY LAKES
Camp Bemis. The Birches. The Barker. Write
for free circular.
CAPT. F. C. BARKER. Bemis. Maine.

LAKEWOOD CAMPS,
M ID D IB D A M , MAINE
In one of the best localities for fishifig and
hunting in the Rangeley Region. Camps with
or without bath. For particulars write for free
circular to
CAPT. E. F. COBURN,
Lakewood Camps,
Middledam, Me.

ROW E POND CAMPS

It is time to choose'*your]Spring fish
ing grounds. Why don’ t you come here
and see how you like it? With favor
able conditions you can get good fishing
enough, size considered and every thing
PIERCE POND
Furnishes fishing for large salmon and else as pleasant as you could wish for in
trout. Fl.y fishing as soon as ice goes the woods.
out. ^end for circular and references.
Come any time ia the season. Also
C. A. SPALDING, Prop.,
nice place to bring your family.. Write
Caratunk Me.
to
R ound M ountain Lake Camps. W rite for free
H. W. MAXFIELD, •
booklet. DION O. B L A C K W E L L, Proprietor,
RANGELEY, MAINE

J LEWIS YORK, Prop;

R ound Mountain, Maine

R ow e Pond.

Maine

OTTER POND CAMPS
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
ing and hunting. Send for circular.

GEORGE H. MeKENNEY, Prop.,
Caratunk, Me.
DEAD R IV E R REGION

P A C K A R D ’S G A M P S
R an geley L a k e s
R an geley,
M aine

The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
Open from May 15th to Dec. 1st.
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part
section Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F. ridge and duck^hunting.
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.

FISHINC
AT

John <2arville’s Camps
at Spring Lake
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
purest of spring water and the table is first-class,
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout.
Buckboard roads only.2-12 miles. An ideal family
summer resort. Telephone commu nications with
Milage and doctor. References furnished- Terms
reasonable. Address for full particulars.
JOHNCARVtLLE. Flagstaff, Me.

RANGELEY TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE
*
On Rangeley Lake.
T horoughly m odem . On direct automobile
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House
luly 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.

N. H. ELLIS 8c SON, Props.,
Raugeley, Maine.

Come to the Maine Woods

P H IL L IP S ,

M AIN E, J U L Y

6, 1916.

HAYING TIME
AT THE BIRCHES

ABOUT
N A T IO N A L
SERVE.

P R E  that this, would he- life last year as

(Continued from page one.)

can, to promote this object.
Maine will always be the pleasure
(Special Correspondence.)
state of tine Union on account of its
The Birches-, M aoseflcokmegunitic scenery, its pare air, its seashore re
Lake, July 4.—Again it is (haying sorts, its lakes, rivers, breoks, moun
time at the Birches a«d the
per tains and forests-.
Nature has done
fume of sweet clover is in atir.
a great deaf for our state; and it
“ The beauty and t lire peace of life would seem that we have not always
in. our cabin ihiere cat the island is taken advantage of what shie has done
for us the- ideal way for -rest amid and are taxing her to the utmost.
happiness iff. siUimmler,’’ is the way a
No state in the Union bias better
writer of books expre ssed the pleas trout fishifng, or more lakes, rivers
ure of being here aga-i-i .
and breoks to thie square mil© than
Mr. amid Mrs. W. H. Stevens, Mr. we, and it to up to ns to protect our
and Mrs. Frank E. Wingate motor wild life so as to- keep our forests
ed from tlhieir home lin Brookline, as we'lil filled with deer and other
Mass., as far as Tihe Barker aind game as they are at present. Under
came here for two weeks of Life dm our present system I am satisfied
that our fislhiing wild improve, but
Camp Hiawatha.
Mr. amd Mrs. Geo. I-]. Howe amid in regard to- the game, which- has
liter mother, Mrs. R.
Jennings of to take care of its-edif, I knew we
Waatseon, Ohio, who jure on a tour all feel we are weak and need to do
through New England, were charmed something to save it from, finail ex' action,.
with this, their first visit to the t1
Raugeleys, and after a week’s stay
This- is why tine officers of this
in Camp Comfort regretfully started association feed that a tract of land
for their western borne via .the like the Katahdin district should be
White Mountains on Saturday morn set apart forever as a place where
ing.
gam© will! be protected and allow
Mr. and Mrs. Kelfley Cole, iwe’-l- ed to increase and replenish
what
Tliias Associa
known Portland people, were here the sportsman kill®.
tion is with Air. Guernsey in hdis ef
for the week-end.
S. M. Robinson anal brother, M. forts, and we are with th© Commis
Robinson of Providence, R. I., are sioners in their efforts for the con
among the new comers at The Birch servation of game.
es.
With Fred Sibcflleir guide, they
The law that was- passed making a
are having good luck and S. M. Rob close time on moose for four years
inson has. already recorded a trout was a good one, and we hear little
of 3 pounds and a 4%-pound salmon. or no fault with its working.
We
Harvy Farrington of Yonkers, N. should have a resident hunters’ li
Y., lias been joined by his sen, E. cense, and I for one siliadll work to
Chandler amd they are at Shelter Is -have such a law placed on the stat
land and later will be joined by oth ute books, not only as a protection
er members of the famillly.
to eam© life, but a protection to the
M, A. Holdem of Portland joined hunter.
The Sunday law ils a goc-d
friends for a week’.9 .stay.
one, and will work out all right I
Another bridal couple are passing am sure.
their honey-moon in one of these
I liave n-o doubt it seems hard to
log camps, Mr. and Mrs. Jamies D. the man who works all week in a
Bowman of Millersburg, Penn.
store or midi or shoe1 shop, that he
Camp Mischief is taken for the cannot take life gun When it eomaS
July days by Mrs. S. J. Cock amd Sunday and go into thie woods- after
daughter, Miss Cook of Boston.
game, and yet how does it affect
Mr. and Mrs. David Werner Am- th© rest of the community who do
ram and daughter, Miss EMmor of not burnt.
We are tedd by the Com
Philadelphia came yesterday for a missioners that but 3% of the popu
tVo months’ sojourn.
lation hunt at ail1, so that a large
Frank P. Stems of
Arlington., part of the peopl© are disturbed for
Mass., accompanied by Albert W. the benefit of a few.
Oliase of Swampscott, Mass.,
have
In tbe rural districts that aire- thin
returned for another season and ane
ly populated it might not matter so
in Camp Overlook.
much, but in our cities, when our
Lee C. Haskall and friend, A. H.
Rice of Boston, who are here far street cars are crowded with church
July, have chartered, the steam,boat goers-, it does -not look well, to say
Wm. P. Frye amd willl spend most the least, to see men with guns and
dog® board the cars.
The man who
of thieir time on the lake.
H. O.
hunt© on a Sunday cannot go far,
Templeton is their guide.
Robert Calm am C hilds, Jr., a Bos and must hunt in thickly settled dis
ton lawyer, is for the first time en tricts where there is danger that a
stray bullets might do ihannii and w-her*
joying a stay at The Birches.
the sound of the rifle or shotgun
This week several parties are
coming and soon every camp will might b© annoying to nearby inhab
itants.
be taken.
I wish that some way might be
devised so that our fish and gam©
Accessories Help Sales.
How is the car equipped?
This Jaws- could be put in such shape
question and its answer often is the that they would be easier under
turning-point in selling a car.
stood by the ordinary sportsman. I
Some time ago reference was made think a commission might be ap
to the quality of these accessories as pointed by onr next legislature to
evolved by careful application of sci take all the laws now passed and
entific manufacture.
»
pnt th-ehi in better form, working
Without seeking to confine oneself out a plan wiith our Commissioners.
to any one company, another of its I also think that any brook c-Iosed
products is a dominating factor in
to fishing either by the legislature
many sales. It is the tire pump, driven
o’’ by the commissioners should have
by the motor.
The buyer profits two ways from printed notices posted conspicuqus’y .
the purchase of a tire pump. He gets The. law is often broken innocent
a standardized article and he keeps ly.
his tire at the correct pressure -with
The Maine Sportsman’s Fish and
out work, adding to tire life. It re Game Association is growing • in
quires 4,399 cubic inches of air to fill numbers, interest and effi-ci-en-cy. We
an average tire, and usually the arms are a power in, shaping th© senti
give out at 75 per cent of that figure. ment of the state for good and just
Then follow 90 per cent of tire trou
iams relative to hunting and fish
bles. One needn’t even get the hands
ing, and we feel keenly for th© wel
dirty with a motor-driven pump.
These pumps don’t get hot, shoot fare of the state along these lines.
oil into the tire and have no leather We like th© sport, and want to be
fixings to get out of order. They are come proficient in shooting and
an added necessity-luxury.—Chicago fishing, but wre do not want to ex
Herald.
terminate.
We want to conserve
and enjoy the ■ pleasure that thie
S U B S C R IB E
N O W FOR
M A IN E State of Maine so bountifully sup
plies us with.
We want to work
W O O DS.
$1.00 A Y E A R .
hand in hand with the Commission
ers, and we want to see our state
K O D AK S AN D K O D AK SU P PLIES as tine years- go by Ibecom© more
Developing and printing at and more a sportsman's paradls©.’’
At the conclusion of bi-s- speech
popular prices.
hie thanked the members for the
N. E. Telephone 32-3.
help they had given, him and stated
RANGELEY STUDIO,
much to th© regret of those present
F. H. HAMM, Prop.

Osceola Farm, near the Lake
near Rangeley.

Saddleback Lake Camp offers rustic
surroundings and comfortable cabins to To let by month or season.
12 rooms
anyone looking for good fishing and with two baths and laundry. All mod
rest. Write for booklet and references to
ern furnishings. All furnace heated.
HEMON B LACKW ELL.
Dallas. Maine

M O RE

Apply L. D. Haley,

Rangeley, Me.

president" of th© Association, not be
cause he did n,ct Slave an interest
and welling to work for its ends
but because he feared that the As
sociation >va,s growling tco sectional
and named th© number of Lewiston
and Auburn men present as- proof of
his words, recommending men from
th© eastern
sections of th© state
«
who would be able to give tine As
sociation a chance to develop and
enlarge, who would bring in new
ideas of advantaige to the Associat
ion.
The next speaker was Hon. John
F. Sprague, will© sipoke of the change1
in public sentiment during his life
time.
As fair hack as 1878 he beean to think it would be a good ,
idea to protect th© Ci-sli and game,
but th© idea was scorned at that
time and the Banger Commercial was
th© only paper which would publish
anything in favor of it.
The first
Fish, and Game Commission was com
posed of Stidilwill and Stanley who
also at first had charge o-f the sea
and shore fisheries, hut th© eo-mmiission was soon divided and these
twp mien laid the foundation for the
great work which has, been going cn
sine© that time.
So great was the
feeling a,gainst protection at that
time that D. T. Sanders of Greenvi'.l© did not dare take a warden’s
job for fear his buildings would be
burned.
The president next called on Hon.
H. B. Austin, chairman cf the Fish
and Game Commission, who spoke
of the necessity for simpldier laws
and the work o f th© Committee on
Fish and Game in the 1913 legislat
ure of which he was a member, which
wiped off the statute
books 900
special laws, making them by coun
ties and simpdiffiing them as far as
possible.
The next legislative com
mittee in spite of urgent pleadings
placed back 500 special laws and un
did nearly all the work of the 1913
committee.
Mr. Austin arced with
President Hodgdon in regard to the
wardens and recommended a civil
service, with experience and ability
as a basis for advancement, recom
mending thtre© classes, Class C of
inexperienced mien, who show indi
cations of ability, Class B, men of
ability who have worked one or two
years and Class A men, who have
shown themselves fitted in every
way to care for th© fish, and game
of the state.
It is iniquitious that
one-half of the appropriation for fish
and gam© should be spent cn a s©i*
vice which is used as a political
football by both parties, and in which
the ability cf the men was not tak
en into consideration at all.
The
qualifications for a good warden are
different than they used to be, for
now tli© warden must be a gentle^
man, and a man who is able to meet
and instruct the great hosts cf sum
mer people in the fish, and game
laws.
Some of the other speakers who
made interesting remarks were G.
A. Staples- of the Lewiston Journal1,
Geo. C. Onr of till© Cumberland Coun
ty Angler’s Association and J. Put
nam Stevens, a former President of
the Sportsman’s Association,.
Thoughts Above Finance.

Robert Louis Stevenson had no
money sense whatever. He and Mrs.
Stevenson once went to Paris for a
pleasure trip. They had a check for
$500, and some loose money, and they
meant to have a good time, and stay
as long as their money held out. After
a few days they found their funds run
ning short; they could not imagine
what they had done with it all, but
as there seemed to be very little left,
they* decided they had better go home
while it lasted. When they got home
they found the check for $500 among
the papers on the desk. They had
not cashed it at all, and they did not
even know they had not.—S. S. Me*
Ckure.
Hippocrates, Father of Medicine.

Greek medicine in its nnmitive pe
riod is mostly mythical, beginning
with Melampus, in about 1400 B. C„
and ending with Hippocrates, 460 B. C.
The most prominent character was
Aesculapius, reputed son of Apollo
and Coronis, and worshiped as the god
of medicine by both Greeks and Ro
mans. The philosophic period began
with the doctrines of Hippocrates, be
lieved to be the seventeenth in de
scent from Aesculapius, and known
as the father of medicine. He sepa
rated medicine from priestcraft, abol
ished charms, incantations and all
forms of mysticism and pretense,
teaching that disease was a process
by natural laws and yield
Fire, Workmen’ s Compensation, governed
ing to treatments found by study
Life, Automobile, Liability,
ing the symptoms.
A copy of the
Hippocratic oath sworn to by all the
REED H. ELLIS,
Rangeley,
Maine pupils of Hippocrates in about 440
B. C., is exhibited.
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